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Hamilton leaves
his mark in Algarve
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8 days, 1,000 litres of paint and 5,500m2 helps local Algarvian artist to go viral while honouring the record breaking success of Lewis
Hamilton. (HUARIU) Full story P6.
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Live in Portugal, work wherever
N
you choose
Paula Martins

In an increasingly globalised world, borders are no longer a problem with remote work making it possible to live in Portugal while
enjoying the climate, living costs and lifestyle and working for a company elsewhere.

Cowork spaces are increasingly being used by those looking to live in Portugal while working remotely for
companies in other countries.

“

It’s the beginning of a new
era”, said Marcelo Vieira,
while recounting the history
of work since the industrial
revolution and it is interesting to
note how the world of services is
adapting right now.
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Marcelo Vieira is the owner of
a cowork space in the heart of
Lagos – city of discoveries. Surrounded by restaurants, monuments and an incredible view of
a city steeped in history, we find
an environment to work with all
those who - with all safety and
hygiene standards being met share a common goal of working
with high levels of productivity
while potentially creating synergies between each other.
“If we don’t take advantage of
this moment to change the work
paradigm, then we are missing
a great opportunity”, explains
Marcelo Vieira. “Nowadays in big
cities people lose two hours (or
even more) per day in commuting”, this creates in the long term
an unmotivated state of spirit,
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Live in Portugal, work in the UK
The current Covid-19 situation
has brought new opportunities
for those who used to live abroad.
“We have a Portuguese man who

worked in the United Kingdom, but hated the weather and
preferred to be here in Portugal.
Now he lives here, works remotely from the Green Building
and has a much cheaper cost of
living than when he was living in
England”, Bev Loxton, a member
of the Green Building team told
The Portugal News.
With these opportunities in
mind, Marcelo Vieira has developed a new concept at Sollagos Coloving. In these tourist apartments, Marcelo Vieria already
has six apartments occupied
by international workers, that
have all conditions to work in
the place where they stay, great
internet and all the commodities,
sometimes “they are working
while they are taking in the sunshine”, said Marcelo Vieira.
These people have three motivations, according to Marcelo
Vieira, the first one is the price,
as living in Portugal is cheaper
than in other countries. But also
pleasure is a large factor, withproximity to the beach, surfing,
and good weather, making this an
easy choice.
Finally, the last motivation is due
to the fact that the Algarve has
low levels of coronavirus cases,
which is a sign of security for
many.
Whether nomads (occasional co-workers) or residents
(those who are already part of
the house), these workers are a
growing population that needs
an intellectual and creatively
stimulating place to develop their
work and with the right conditions. And they find it here in the
Algarve.
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Autumnal weather in Portugal
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because they have less free time
after work.
Now a lot of people are able
to work from home and enjoy
a quality of life and flexibility
that influences their well-being
and productivity. However, Ana
Martins, clinical psychologist and
university professor in ISMAT,
said to The Portugal News:
“Usually people are not used to
working in their home space. The
home space has other duties such
as leisure, rest, fun and not always
work”.
The sofa in the living room, the
fridge and other attributes can
be distracting when we want to
be productive. According to the
psychologist “the advantage of
cowork is, above all, concentration. It is difficult to explain to

a child that their parent is there
but is working. When people find
it difficult to separate personal
life from professional life, then
they need find a space where
they can make this work without
being interrupted”.
Also when people are on holiday
they often need to work, a cowork space can be a solution. “The
hotel, or the family house where
we stay for holidays, is not always
an easy place to find high levels
of concentration,” she said.
The Green Building in the centre
of Loulé is open seven days per
week, 24 hours a day, to receive
people who need to work during
different timetables. “People who
are on holiday, but who prefer to
be in a more relaxed environment
to be productive can come here”,
explained Paula Lopes, part of
the Green Building team, who
emphasises the importance of
having a space which is always
open so people can choose the
best time to work. For those on
holiday, sometimes the best time
is when relatives are resting, she
said.
According to Paula Lopes, in
the Green Building, rooms have
great internet speeds, space for
meetings, or even for interviews,
almost everything needed for the
business world. Also people who
are starting a company can use
the fiscal address, if they need,
and receive post, “for an accessible service”, she explained.

There will be a mixed bag of weather across the country over the weekend with the most sunshine
expected in the south and centre.

Lisbon

Hazy sunshine is expected
on Saturday before cloud cover
increases on Sunday and Monday
and temperatures fall to average
highs of 21 degrees and lows of 16
degrees. From Tuesday intermittent sunshine is predicted but this
will see temperatures fall further to
highs of 17 degrees.

The north

Rain is predicted in the north
over the weekend with the heaviest
showers on Sunday and continuing
into Monday. From Tuesday the
rain is to clear and temperatures
are to average highs of 17 degrees
with nightly lows of 8 degrees.
Rain is expected to return again by
the end of the week.

The centre

It is to be a dry and mild
weekend in the centre with hazy
sunshine and average highs of 20
degrees and lows of 13 degrees.
From Tuesday cloud cover is to
increase before the rain returns on
Thursday and temperatures fall
further to highs of 14 degrees and
lows of 11 degrees.

The south

It is to be dry and warm over
the weekend with temperatures
averaging highs of 23 degrees and
lows of 14 degrees. It is to continue to remain warm and dry until
Wednesday in the south however
rain is predicted for Thursday with
temperatures then dropping to
highs of 20 degrees.

News in Brief
Via do Infante tolls cheaper
from 2021

The price of tolls on the Algarve’s Via do Infante (A22)
motorway will be cheaper next year thanks to new discounts
that will take effect on 1 January. The measure was approved
in a Council of Ministers meeting. Ana Abrunhosa, Minister
of Territorial Cohesion, said there will be a 25 percent discount for class 1 and 2 vehicles, which will be applied from
the 8th day of use in a month, on all former SCUT roads.
The application of the discount is automatic and universal,
through the electronic transponder.

Seven doctors face discipline
over Covid disinformation

Seven doctors are facing disciplinary measures over their
position against the widespread use of face masks and
Covid testing. The seven physicians form part of a group
created back in August and which calls itself Doctors for
the Truth. The group of doctors has repeatedly downplayed
the severity of the new Coronavirus. A similar movement
is reportedly also under investigation by the Society of
Psychologists.

Minister hails EU agriculture deal
as ‘very positive’ for country
Portugal’s minister of agriculture, Maria do Céu Antunes,
has hailed the agreement between European Union member
states on the shape of the bloc’s Common Agricultural Policy from 2021 as “very positive” for the country as it guarantees farmers’ incomes in particular. According to Antunes,
the agreement reached by the 27 EU member states’ ministers will allow farmers to continue “to invest in modernisation and innovation of their activity, enabling agriculture to
become an attractive option for young people and capable of
promoting the revitalisation of rural territories.”

Facebook launches dating
function in Portugal

Facebook has launched a special ‘tinder-like’ dating
function for the Portuguese market. The new functionality
aims to distinguish itself from the competition through tools
that are already part of the world’s largest social network.
The new potentially romantic dating tool is called Facebook
Dating and has already provided one billion connections between people with the same preferences or interests, before
its launch in Portugal.
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UK stats show “no
difference” in infection
rates for holidaymakers

A new study released by the UK Office for National
Statistics (ONS) has found that there is “no longer a
difference” in the rates of Covid-19 infection between
those who have been on holiday, compared to those who
stayed at home in the UK.

T

he figures from
the ONS show
that between 25
September and
8 October, the most recent
fortnight analysed, only 3
percent of the participants
in the survey had been
abroad during the period
and of those people
only 0.58 percent tested
positive for Covid-19.
This percentage was only
fractionally higher than the
0.49 percent of those who
tested positive during the
same period and had not
travelled abroad.
Katherine Kent, co-head of
analysis for the Covid-19
Infection Survey, said in
media reports: “We’ve seen
that urban areas are more
likely to have higher rates
of Covid-19 infections than
rural areas in most regions
(of the UK).
“Analysis now shows that,
unlike before, there is no
longer a difference in the

“Analysis now shows that, unlike before, there is no longer a difference in the rate of
infections between those who have travelled abroad (from the UK) and those who haven’t,”
according to the ONS.

rate of infections between
those who have travelled
abroad (from the UK) and
those who haven’t.
“When looking back at
the whole duration of the
survey, we are still seeing
that a fairly low percentage

of people who test positive
report any symptoms at the
time of their test, although
this has increased since a
low in late June and July,”
she concluded.
The travel corridor
between Portugal and

the UK has still not been
reinstated by the UK
government, meaning that
anyone who enters the UK
from Portugal must self
isolate for 14 days upon
arrival, although certain
exemptions do exist.
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Portugal clamping down on Covid-19
Portugal re-entered a state of calamity on 14 October and has since introduced new measures to slow the
spread of Covid-19. Most recently, the government has announced a ban on movement between municipalities
from 00:00 on 30 October until 6am on 3 November and the mandatory use of masks in public spaces, which
came into force on 28 October.

The government has announced a ban on movement between municipalities over the weekend
and the mandatory use of masks in public spaces.

O

ctober has been a
record breaking
month for new
infections in
Portugal, the highest number
of newly infected (at the
time of going to press) was
registered on 28 October,
with 3,960 new cases, more
than doubling any other
number registered between
March and September. This
new increase might bring
more new restrictions with
it than previously thought,
as the Prime Minister,
António Costa, is calling for
“immediate action”.
Ban on movement between
municipalities
The government has
announced a ban on
movement between
municipalities from 00:00 on
30 October until 6am on 3
November. The prohibition
does not apply “to journeys for

the purpose of professional
or similar activities, provided
that: a declaration is provided
if the journey takes place
between municipalities
bordering on the place of
habitual residence or in the
same Metropolitan Area” or if
you are “carrying a declaration
from the employer” if you
work in a place other than
your place of residence.
The restriction on travel
between municipalities also
does not apply to health
professionals and other
workers in health and social
support institutions, as well as
to teaching and non-teaching
staff in school establishments,
civil protection agents,
security forces and services,
military, militarised and
civilian staff of the Armed
Forces and inspectors of the
Food and Economic Security
Authority.

It also does not apply to the
movement of minors and
their accompanying persons
to schools, kindergartens
and leisure activities, or to
the movement of students
to institutions of higher
education or other schools.
The restriction also does
not apply to journeys for
participation in procedural
acts before judicial bodies or
in acts for which notaries,
lawyers, solicitors, registrars
and registry officers are
competent, as well as for
attendance at public services,
provided that they are
accompanied by proof of
their respective scheduling,
departure from continental
national territory and journeys
by non-resident citizens to
places of proven stay.
There are also no restrictions
on trips to attend cultural
shows, if the trip takes place

between municipalities
bordering the usual residence
or in the same Metropolitan
Area and provided they have
the respective ticket and return
to the usual residence.
Thus, only workers who work
outside the metropolitan areas
of Lisbon and Porto or who
do not work in a municipality
bordering their home need to
have a declaration signed by
their employer.
The land border between
Spain and Portugal is to
remain open, but nonresidents should only and
exclusively come to Portugal
for work, health care and study
if necessary.
Mandatory use of masks in
public spaces
Parliament approved the
mandatory use of masks to
access or stay in public spaces
and roads from 28 Ocotber,
“whenever the physical
distance recommended by
health authorities proves
impractical”. The measure will
be in force for 70 days, and
may be renewed.
The rule will apply to everyone
over the age of ten, although
there are exemptions from
the rules for “people who
are part of the same family,
when they are not in the
proximity of third parties” or
upon presentation of a multipurpose medical certificate
or declaration attesting that
a clinical condition does not
allow the use of masks. It is
also not mandatory to wear a
mask when “it is incompatible
with the nature of the activities
that people are doing”.
The inspection “is the
responsibility of the security
forces and the municipal

police” and failure to use
a mask constitutes as an
infraction, punishable with a
fine between €100 and €500.
Can we expect more
restrictions?
On 28 October, the president
of the Metropolitan Area of
Porto said that he wanted the
government to decree a state
of emergency, generalising
measures to combat Covid-19
“in the whole country” in a
“coherent and homogeneous”
way.
“At the moment it is difficult
to defend anything other than
the State of Emergency. There
must be legal and judicial
coverage to take essential
measures. This cannot
be solved by miraculous
measures. Measures in
specific municipalities are not
feasible. We have regional
interdependencies and daily
commuting,” said Eduardo
Vítor Rodrigues
He defended changes in the
communication on Covid-19,
recalling that “people are
exhausted from having
information that is sometimes
contradictory”.
“We need more targeted
communication, more
accurate information,” he said.
Demanding that companies
increase the time gaps
between entry and exit, to
weigh up the timetables of
the street commerce and
shopping centres, and to close
universities and secondary
schools for “at least 15 days”,
in order to “remove young
people from public transport
and the public highway”, are
some of the measures that
the Mayor of Gaia says are
“urgent”.

N

Kim
Schiffmann

To Lusa, Eduardo Vítor
Rodrigues added the idea of
asking sports clubs to suspend
training activities for 15 days,
because “it is not worth closing
schools and introducing
distance learning if then
parents, kids and coaches
train together,” he said, adding
that he also wants to decree a
curfew for certain districts.
The Prime Minister, António
Costa has scheduled meetings
with the parties for Friday,
30 October, and called an
extraordinary Council of
Ministers for Saturday, 31
October, to define new
“immediate actions” to control
the Covid-19 pandemic in
Portugal.
Given the evolution of the
pandemic in Portugal in recent
weeks, Health Minister Marta
Temido and the Minister
of State and Presidency,
Mariana Vieira da Silva, are
already hearing a number of
epidemiologists.
In addition to meetings with
parties with parliamentary
representation and the
extraordinary Council of
Ministers, the Minister of
State for the Economy and
Digital Transition, Pedro Siza
Vieira, is listening to social
partners.
Also in the context of the fight
against Covid-19, the Prime
Minister was due to take part
in an extraordinary European
Council by video conference
on Thursday evening, 29
October, to seek a coordinated
response at European level.
At the time of going to press,
these meetings had not yet
been held. For regular updates
please visit our website
www.theportugalnews.com
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Front Page Story

HUARIU’s “mind blowing”
portrait of Hamilton goes viral

N

Cristina da
Costa Brookes

8 days, 1,000 litres of paint and 5,500m2 helps local Algarvian artist to go viral while
honouring the record breaking success of Lewis Hamilton.-

The piece was recognised by the sports star Hamilton who deemed the artwork as mind blowing
as he said “Wow I’m totally blown away by this. Thank you so much HUARIU.”

L

eading up to the
most anticipated
Formula One race
in Portugal, that
took place on 24 and 25
October, an English couple,
Simon and Amanda, decided
to commission a giant
portrait of Lewis Hamilton
on their property’s full-size
football pitch near the site of
the Portuguese Grand Prix.
The talented young artist
who took on the biggest
painting challenge of his
artistic career is 28-year-old
HUARIU, born in Portimão.
This piece was commissioned
to support Lewis Hamilton
in the Portuguese Grand
Prix as the couple are huge
fans of the driver. They
were disappointed that they
were unable to attend the
Portimão race and wanted
to show their support as
they have strong ties to the
Algarve.
HUARIU had already
completed two murals for the
couple beforehand and they
wanted to give him free reign
to let loose his creativity on
this special project. The brief
was just to paint something
in support of Hamilton and
to celebrate Formula One
coming to the Algarve, little
did they know just how far
this artist would take it.
The Portugal News had the

pleasure of interviewing the
artist under the pseudonym
HUARIU, a play on words
of the phrase “who are you?”.
The talented artist is Lagoa
based and has always had a
natural talent for drawing
since childhood. He said
that he got into graffiti from
the age of 10, for roughly
five years. He then took a
break from art to do sport
and focused his energy on
skateboarding and teaching
tennis. He got back into
art by helping a friend with
his commissions and then
decided to put his efforts into
doing commissions himself
at the age of 22.
When asked about how this
commission came about he
said that he “already knew
the couple from doing a
few pieces for them”, and
added that he had already
completed a Hamilton piece,
where he painted their garage
with Lewis Hamilton in his
race car, waving a flag.
At first the couple asked
him to write “Go Lewis”
along the football pitch
but when the artist got to
the site, he thought that he
could “do something more
impressive with this amazing
opportunity”. The couple
trusted HUARIU to do as
he wished and they were very
happy with his two initial

designs. When he started the
portrait, he admitted that
he “thought of quitting” due
to the scale of this portrait,
he also said he usually uses
a grid to help him paint but
that would take too long
and he was under a time
limit. He then changed the
design again and made dots
to guide him, with only a
paint roller as his trusty
tool. This spectacular piece
took 8 days, 1,000 litres of
paint and covered 5,500m2
of their football pitch. They
had to have drone photos
taken every day to help the
artist see how the piece was
coming together.
When completed the piece
was “more than anyone could
have imagined”. Despite the
adverse weather on one of
the days, he still managed to
complete the portrait with
the help of his girlfriend and
two friends on the last few
days.
He said he felt very “relieved”
when he had finished the
piece and that “the project
was a blur”.
It was a real “fairy-tale”
ending for many reasons,
firstly that this mammoth
portrait was able to be
completed ahead of this
huge race and that this
young Algarvian artist has
gained the recognition that

he deserves, which is what
the couple had hoped for.
Most excitingly his piece was
recognised by the sports star
Hamilton who deemed the
piece mind blowing as he
said “Wow I’m totally blown
away by this. Thank you so
much HUARIU.” to his 2.4
million Instagram followers.
HUARIU said “I was really
happy that Hamilton saw
the piece, I wasn’t expecting
it to go viral”. He added “my
goal was to support him so
the fact that he won and
secured his 92nd win, showed
everything went right that
weekend!”
This artist had already
painted a wall mural named
“tranquilidade” meaning
calmness in his hometown,
Lagoa, once before in 2018,
which was for an old people’s
home. He has also completed
a lot of wall murals around
the world in the last couple
years including in America,
Ireland, Spain and Austria.
His first opportunity to do
a large scale mural came
about four years ago where
he participated in a street
art festival in Lisbon. He
said that he usually seeks out
street art festivals but also is
asked to paint something for
them.
So what does the future hold
for HUARIU? He said:
“The current pandemic has
been terrible for work as it
has postponed or cancelled
some street art festivals” but
he is waiting for the “next big
thing”. The talented artist feels
that social media has “ruined
the experience of creating
art” as everything is about
“likes and shares” and his
attitude of not caring about
what other people think and
taking risks has made him
enjoy the process of creating,
as he is free from that social
pressure. Despite this stance,
he also said that social media
has undoubtedly helped him
to achieve his long time goal
“to get himself out there” so
by having Hamilton share his
work, it has been incredible
as he has gained more
recognition.

News in Brief
Travel falls 64.9% in the 2nd
quarter
Residents in Portugal made 2 million trips between April
and June, a year-on-year drop of 64.9 percent, but spent
more nights away from home than usual, particularly in
April and May. This is according to new figures from the
National Statistics Institute. According to the report of
the Tourist Demand by Residents in the second quarter of
2020, tourist travel by residents decreased 59.1 percent in
the national territory and practically did not exist (-98.5
percent, total 12.4 thousand) to foreign countries.

Portuguese lawmakers reject
referendum on euthanasia
Parliament has rejected a proposal for a referendum on
euthanasia, paving the way for legislation that could result
in decriminalisation. The parliament in February took a
major step towards decriminalising euthanasia when lawmakers voted in favour of the first reading of five proposals
aimed at changing the law. Those are now due to be consolidated into a single draft bill for a final vote which could
result in Portugal becoming the fourth European country
to legalise the practice after The Netherlands, Belgium and
Luxembourg.

Calls to end golden visas
‘immediately’
The European Parliament has called on EU countries
such as Portugal to stop the golden visa programmes that
award residence or citizenship to foreign investors with immediate effect. During the debate, MPs accused golden visa
programmes of encouraging money laundering, tax evasion
and corruption. The European Parliament’s position comes
after the Commission opened infringement proceedings
against Malta and Cyprus because of their national golden
passport programmes for granting nationality to foreign
investors.

Lagoa launches wine-tasting
experience
Lagoa is to launch a new wine-tasting experience to
mark European Day of Wine Tourism, held annually since
2009 and which falls on the second Sunday of November
(8 November 2020). As part of the experience participants
will visit three wineries, the Lagoa Cooperative winery,
Quinta da Palmeirinha and Morgado do Quintão. Lunch
and wine-tastings are included. Through the initiative Lagoa
aims to promote its wines as well as its landscapes. The event
is limited to a maximum of 34 participants; tickets cost
€36.90, available at tickeline.sapo.pt, or in Worten and Fnac
stores or in the São José convent.
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Front Page Story

Zero asks for suspension of new biomass centres
Zero demanded the suspension of the creation of new biomass centres until the real potential of using forest waste to produce
energy and other purposes is assessed.

T

Zero adds that “the burning of forest biomass contributes to the emission of
large quantities of greenhouse gases into the atmosphere”

he environmental association has
highlighted their doubts about the
“environmentally sustainable, renewable
and environmentally friendly” aspects of
the centres.
While Zero has concerns, successive governments
have announced since 2006 that the use of
biomass centres benefit forests, people and local
economies. However, “what we see is the existence
of unsustainable exploitation of the forest with
the burning of quality wood for the production of
electricity” that is bad for consumers.
According to Lusa News Agency, Zero adds that “the
burning of forest biomass contributes to the emission
of large quantities of greenhouse gases into the

TAP Christmas flight prices “obscene”

tic dimension.
Bruno Melim indicated
that
the prices demanded
The PSD party Madeira has launched criticism at national
by TAP at Christmas are
flag carrier TAP in relation to prices being charged by the “two and a half times more
expensive than in an Engairline for travel over the Christmas period.
lish company”, so students
“These are obscene prices”,
parliamentarian Carlos
an airline whose share cap- from Madeira who attend
declared PSD deputy
Rodrigues, who stated that
ital is 72.5 percent owned
educational establishBruno Melim in the
“a person from Madeira
by the State, considering
ments in the continent are
plenary session of the
who intends to come home
that the Government of the only able to return to the
Legislative Assembly of
at Christmas will pay
Republic looks at Portugal region at this time due to
Madeira.
€1,143 to fly with TAP”.
“as starting in Braga and
the student programme
The question was raised
The deputies recalled that ending at the tip of Sagres”, “Insular”.
by the Social Democratic
these prices are charged by
without assuming its AtlanBased on this pro-

atmosphere, as well as to the destruction of ecosystems
crucial to carbon capture, delaying the fight against
climate change by decades”.
With 21 biomass centres licensed in Portugal, which
annually consume around four million tonnes, Zero
also says that the location of the centres “have not
always been the most correct”, pointing to the Fundão
centre as “the most striking case”.
According to Lusa, some centres are installed “less
than 500 metres from houses”, and operate 24 hours
a day. This is the subject of complaints because of
excessive noise and poor air quality and the effects of
the lack of an environmental impact study, “which is
not mandatory for investments with a power of less
than 50 megawatts”.

gramme implemented by
the Regional Government, students residing in
Madeira only pay €65 for
trips between the island
and the mainland.
The deputy referred
that the State Budget for
2021 includes funds for
the mobility subsidy only
for air travel, but refuses
to solve the problem of
maritime connections with
the continent, placing this
financial responsibility

firmly on the Regional
Government.
The parliamentary leader of PS / Madeira, Miguel
Iglésias, admitted that he
agreed with the criticisms
aimed at TAP and considered it “a shame what
you have to pay” when a
person wants to travel at
this time, so he proposed
that the parties in the
region “work together on
this matter, to try to solve
the problem”.
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Jazz in the Adegas

T

The final two Jazz sessions will take place at Paxá wines in Silves where
audiences can enjoy the upbeat sounding group Chibanga Groove.

his is an event
organised by the
Silves council and
is incorporated
into the cultural programme
of 365 Algarve with the

artistic production brought
to you by the Gym Club in
Faro. These sessions will end
on the 14 November and
offer a unique opportunity
to really appreciate Silves

heritage and what it has to
offer.
The first Jazz session took
place in the Castle of Silves
with the group Al-Fanfare.
Al-Fanfare as a group is

Protected areas with potential for
sustainable economic activity
Turismo do Algarve has invested in the acquisition of support
equipment to improve the visitor experience at the Marim
Environmental Education Centre (CEAM), where there are new
information panels, more directional signs and urban furniture.
This investment is part of
the regional tourism entity’s commitment to nature
tourism and is related to the
Valuetur project, with the
main objective being to make
protected areas of natural,
historical and cultural value,
generators of sustainable
economic activity.
The structures for the
reception and visitation
of the interpretive centre,
provided under a protocol
signed by Turismo do Algarve
and by the Institute for the
Conservation of Nature and

Forests, through the Regional Directorate for Nature
Conservation and Forests of
the Algarve (DRCNF), aim
to guide visitors during their
walk through the natural
park area and reinforce the
attractiveness of CEAM, to
improve the quality of the service provided and to increase
the number of people who
annually look for this.
In addition to the equipment, there is also a new
brochure to offer to those
who pass through CEAM,
also produced by Turismo do

Algarve in partnership with
DRCNF.
“The project contributes
to the requalification of the
reception structures of the
interpretive centre, reinforcing
its attractiveness and increasing its 30,000 annual visitors.
No less important will be
the fact that the presence of
adequate signs in the territory
promotes orderly visits and,
consequently, the conservation
and protection of habitats
and protected species that
constitute the motivation of
nature tourism”, said Joaquim

The fourth edition of Jazz nas Adegas, which translates to Jazz
at the wineries, has begun with each session taking place at the
different wineries where Silves wine is produced.
inspired by Balkan music,
and purposefully prepared
a set for Jazz nas Adegas.
The group took the audience
to New Orleans and New
York, where there was a lot
of groove with upbeat fun
pieces. The event additionally
presented the book “Tapas
and Wines of Silves”, which
contains recipes that pair
perfectly with Jazz.
The second concert was that
of Juan Ignacio Botonero
Quinteto. He has been
working as a Jazz soloist
since he was 21 and he has
been a passionate musician
since an even younger age.
He now not only works as
a soloist but also as a studio
musician and music teacher.
The audience were greeted
with a very versatile musician
as he incorporated Brazilian,
African, Cuban and Arabic

N

Bruno G. Santos

Castelão Rodrigues, regional
director of DRCNF, an entity
based in CEAM with responsibility for the management
of the three protected areas of
the Algarve.
But the actions under
Valuetur do not stop there. To
promote the region’s natural
heritage to residents and
national and foreign visitors,
Turismo do Algarve is also
preparing the edition of new
brochures dedicated to the
Natural Park of Southwest
Alentejo and Costa Vicentina,
the Natural Park of Ria Formosa and the Nature Reserve
Sapal de Castro Marim and
Vila Real de Santo António.
The brochures will be
available in four languages
(Portuguese, English, Spanish
and French) and are an invita-

N

Cristina da
Costa Brookes

music into his concert.
You can still purchase tickets
to watch the Edgar Caramelo
Quartet which will take place
at the end of the month on
the 30 October at 9pm and
31 October at 5pm. These
unmissable evenings are set
in the Marquês dos Vales
winery, in Lagoa. The Edgar
Caramelo Quartet will give
you an evening filled with the
most interesting composers
of classical and jazz music.
The final two Jazz sessions
will take place at Paxá wines
in Silves,where the upbeat
sounding group Chibanga
Groove, will entertain you
with a combination of
Latin rhythms and African
American music. These
sessions will take place on
the 13 November at 9pm
and 14 November at 5pm.
These tickets cost €12 and

not only include the jazz
session but also wine tasting
and tapas sourced from
local produce. You will also
receive a voucher to visit
the Castle of Silves and
the local archaeological
museum will be offering
you a bottle of wine. All
tickets can be purchased for
over 18’s online, at https://
cmsilves.bol.pt/ or at the
following shops: FNAC,
Worten, El Corte Inglés,
CTT Correios, Pousadas da
Juventude and Quiosques
Serveasy. Notably, all the
sessions have become
even more intimate as the
number of admissions has
been reduced to comply
with current health and
safety regulations.

tion to discover and preserve
the diverse environments,
describing the ecosystems,
habitats and species of fauna
and flora in each park.
“Valuetur is yet another example of successful
cross-border collaboration.
Through the project, we
were able to reinforce our

commitment to nature
tourism, a product that is increasingly valued by national
and foreign visitors and
that for some years already
corresponded to a market of
22 million trips annually in
Europe”, said the president
of Turismo do Algarve, João
Fernandes.

New signage and infrastructure is aimed to encourage further
nature tourism in protected areas of the Algarve
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Sharing is caring
with Beatrix and
N
Frank
Jake Cleaver

Is something bothering you? Is there a
situation you don’t quite know how to
handle and you could use a little advice but you don’t know who to ask?

W

e all struggle
from time to
time. Life is
complicated,
no matter who you are. But
one thing’s for sure - it helps
to talk about it. It’s no good
keeping everything bottled
up.
It’s like something Stephen
Fry said once ‘How can I tell
you what I think until I’ve
heard what I have to say?’.

It’s very true. After all, we
humans organise our minds
with conversation. It stops
our thoughts swirling round
and round in our heads, and
allows us to put some order
to them, get precise, get
some advice, and indeed, like
Stephen said - find out what
we really think.
The best way to do this is to
talk to people you love and
trust, but failing that another

thing that helps is writing. If
you write down your issues
it allows you to see them for
what they are, and in many
cases, cut them down to size
and see more clearly how
they might be solved.
However, sometimes you
may have something on
your mind that you don’t
feel like you can talk to
anybody about, and at the
same time just writing it

Lisbon hailed 3rd most
innovative city
Lisbon has been ranked as the third most innovative city in the
world according to a new report by Ambreyewear.

Lisbon ranked first in the world for education as the report showed that it is the best place
for learning

Ambreyewear decided
to look into where in the
world is best for innovative
and creative minds. It took
into consideration “innovation, creativity, connectivity,
education, wellbeing, and
employment opportunities”.
Innovation is the home of
creativity and progress and
new research from Ambreyewear reveals that Lisbon is ranked third in terms
of innovation only coming
behind Paris and Barcelona.
Most significantly, Lisbon

ranked first in the world
for education as the report
showed that it is the best
place for learning. The findings were that there is access
to nearly one university for
every square mile, representing a total of 34 universities.
Furthermore, two of Lisbon’s
public universities are
featured in the QS World
Rankings 2021 as well as
one private university.
The prestigious Lisbon
University ranks 357th
worldwide and has been

commended for having a
very high research output. It
also has seven science museums which is why it ranks so
highly in terms of education.
Lisbon also scored well
in terms of creativity and
it was ranked eighth in the
world due to its city’s 49
art galleries and 31 notable architectural buildings.
Finally, it ranked 9th in
the world for Media and
Technology as it saw 852
technology jobs and 1,187
jobs in Media.

The best way to do this is to talk to people you love and trust, but failing that another thing that
helps is writing.

down doesn’t cut it and
you could really use some
external guidance. This is
why The Portugal News is
launching its new ‘Sharing
is Caring’ section.
This should be the best of
both worlds. It will allow
you to both write down
your problems - but also get
some sage advice on how to
solve them.
It also has the added bonus
that if anybody else out
there is suffering from a
similar issue - they can see
that they are not alone, and
you never know, the advice
might end up helping them
as well.
So, if you have something

to get off your chest then
please help us get this
section started by writing in
to info@theportugalnews.
com . We will of course
keep all your questions
anonymous and we will
run them by our resident
advisors. We have two,
Frank and Beatrix. We
are going to respect their
privacy as well. But we
can tell you that Frank,
who is now retired, had
a profession where he
was always called on for
discreet advice and a kind
ear. He has a wealth of life
experience that he would
like to continue to put to
good use. Beatrix is a lot

younger, but it’s fair to say
that she is wise beyond
her years. She loves to
write and wants to share
what she’s learned about
prevailing in the face of
adversity - to help other
people.
Frank and Beatrix should
be a fantastic combo as
they will be able to provide
advice from different ends
of the age spectrum. They
are both keen to use their
combined wisdom to help
you! If you are looking for
somebody kind and wise
to give you their honest
opinion then - together
they will, well… ‘Be Frank’
with you.
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Vodafone and NOS agreement for
mobile network development
Vodafone Portugal and NOS have signed a ‘historic agreement’ for nationwide mobile asset sharing, which will enable faster and
more efficient development of mobile networks, the company announced.

CEO of NOS, Miguel Almeida, highlighted that the strategic partnership, a pioneer in the country,
will allow the expansion and strengthening of its mobile network.

I

n a statement,
Vodafone Portugal
said that the two
companies, based on
a sustainable investment
model, “will be able to

increase mobile network
coverage and the quality of
their services, in order to
promote greater territorial
cohesion, meet the real and
differentiated needs of the

population, and respond to
the challenges posed by the
current social and economic
situation”.
According to the note, the
agreement “is based on

the principle of network
asset sharing by the
operators involved, while
not leaving Vodafone
and NOS to guarantee
and emphasise total
independence in defining
and providing services to
their end customers, while
maintaining the strategic
control of each network”.
“This agreement comes
at a particularly critical
time for the country and
challenging for the sector.
It is critical because the
resilience of the economy
and society in general
puts increased pressure
on telecommunications
networks. It is challenging
because of the size and
urgency of the investments
required from operators,”
Vodafone CEO Mário Vaz,
quoted in the note.
Mário Vaz points out that
“in addition to maintaining a
strategy of providing quality
services and promoting

territorial and social cohesion
with benefits for our
customers and the country,
efficient, sustainable and
environmentally responsible
investments are required”.
“It is from this perspective
that this agreement
aims to strengthen the
technological platform from
which essential services are
provided to daily life, as well
as boosting the launch of
innovative services, capable
of improving the quality
of life of the Portuguese
and/or making business
models more competitive,
accelerating the necessary
digital transition of the
country,” he said.
Vodafone’s CEO also said
that “sharing networks
in the ways now defined
responds positively to the
challenges of the current
context, offering undeniable
advantages in reducing
environmental impacts
and implementation and

development costs, allowing
more investment in quality
services for all customers.
Also the CEO of
NOS, Miguel Almeida,
highlighted that the strategic
partnership, a pioneer in
the country, will allow the
expansion and strengthening
of its mobile network in all
technologies.
“The partnership brings
clear benefits to all our
clients, both private and
corporate, namely more and
better offers, and the same
service of excellence. At the
same time, it opens the way
for the development of the
digital society, boosting the
development of innovative
products and services,
which have the capacity to
transform the way we live,
how we work, how we learn
and how we prepare our
companies for the future”,
Miguel Almeida pointed
out in a company note to
announce the agreement.

Stadler and CP sign contract for 22
regional trains
The Portuguese public railway operator CP (Comboios de Portugal)
and Stadler have signed a contract for the acquisition of 22
regional trains representing an approximate value of €158 million.
Stadler and CP signed a contract for the
acquisition of 10 electric railcars (“UME”)
and 12 bimodal units (“UMB”) which also
includes maintenance service for a minimum
period of 4 years. This contract, which will
make it possible to renew CP’s regional train
fleet, is part of the Portuguese operator’s
rolling stock renewal plan.
To be able to circulate on non-electrified
lines, the FLIRT UMB has a power module,
or “Power Car”, which houses a diesel-electric traction system. It is designed to ensure
an easy conversion in the future from bimodal to electric railcars, as well as to allow
diesel engines to be replaced or supplemented with batteries, depending on the needs of
the operator.
FLIRT railcars, thanks to their modular
concept, allow optimising of their interior
configuration to offer a convenient, accessible, connected, efficient and environmentally
friendly transport. Stadler placed a special
emphasis on optimising vehicle accessibility,
allowing unobstructed access from platforms
with different heights to all passengers,
including those with reduced mobility. It

is also possible to have vending machines
onboard to offer greater comfort to the
passenger.
Ansgar Brockmeyer, Executive Vice
President of Commercial and Marketing
at Stadler Group, said: “We are very proud
that FLIRTs have been selected to renew the
regional train fleet. I am sure that Portuguese
users will appreciate the state-of-the-art
railway technology incorporated in these
vehicles, as millions of people in Switzerland, Germany and the Netherlands, among
other countries, already do. The Portuguese
market is extremely important for Stadler
and we intend to contribute to the revitalisation of the national railway industry”.
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Calls to add taxes to streaming
platforms

T

he proposed law
44 / XIV, which
has caused much
controversy in
the sector, has been in the
process of discussion and
voting since 16 October
in the parliamentary
committee on Culture and
Communication, together
with amendments proposed,
weeks before, by the
parliamentary groups of the
PS, PSD , CDS-PP, Left
Block and PCP.
However, since 16 October,
PS has introduced a new

The PS parliamentary group presented a change to the proposed law on audiovisual services
that provides for a new tax for streaming platforms, in response to the demands of part of
the cinema sector.

change specifically about
the operation of “audiovisual
services on demand by
subscription”, that is, the
so-called VOD (video on
demand) services, such as
Netflix, HBO and Disney +.
According to the socialist
proposal, these operators
should now be subject to
“the payment of an annual
tax corresponding to 1
percent of the amount of
the relevant income of
these operators”, without
specifying how these
revenues will be determined.

“If it is not possible to
determine the value of the
relevant income” of these
operators, “it is assumed
that the annual fee is €1
million”, reads the proposal.
The law proposal 44 / XIV
transposes a European
directive of 2018 to
Portugal, which regulates,
among all Member States,
the offer of audiovisual
media services, which
includes subscription
television channels, sharing
platforms of videos and
audiovisual services.

VOD operators
should now be
subject to “the
payment of
an annual tax
corresponding
to 1 percent of
the amount of
the relevant
income of these
operators”.

Portugal beer guide launched
The Cervejeiros de Portugal Association has published a Guide for Brewers in
Portugal, covering the best producers in the 18 districts and islands of Portugal
in terms of beer while promoting national, industrial and craft brewers.
The result was the gathering of more than
100 producers and their beer brands, demonstrating the diversity of the industry, as well as
the determination of brewers and microbrewers
who develop, in the name of the sector, a variety
of flavours and aromas, always with freshness
and quality as the common denominator, from
every corner of Portugal.
In addition to the entrepreneurship and
innovation evident in the growth of the sector,
the Guide “Cervejeiros em Portugal 2020-2021”,
also illustrates the diversity of the beer offer, having mapped the beer brands that can be tasted
in pubs and Tap Rooms in Portugal. In many of
them, there is also the possibility of making or
scheduling visits, or combining beer consumption with dining spaces, to celebrate beer culture.

The guide details breweries from around Portugal

BLiP EXPO 2020 online until
Sunday night
The 20th annual Better Living in Portugal Exhibition (BLiP
EXPO), organised by afpop to bring key businesses, residents
and property owners together, opened at 9am last Saturday
and will remain open every day until the end of this coming
Sunday, 1 November.
More than one thousand visitors
immediately went browsing and
more are logging on each day to
have access to a wide variety of
products and services relevant to
their needs – all in one place.
Visitors can peruse the site
www.bliportugal.com at their leisure, 24 hours a day. No reason to
travel; no reason to social distance;
every reason to visit! Don’t miss
out on the many promotions and
special offers available, just click to
go there before it is too late.
Over 100 businesses eagerly wel-

comed this opportunity to be there
for you and more have joined the
site as the week has progressed. All
combine to provide a broad range
of lifestyle solutions that can help
everyone to return to some sort of
normality, relaxed in the knowledge
that they are back in touch with
specialists and professionals that
will cater for their needs. The Portugal News is there of course!
Sponsored by Medal Insurance,
the Exhibition is strongly supported by the Algarve Regional
Tourism Board.
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Rising Damp Gone Forever

Trading Places

Humidity Problems?
Unfortunately many houses in Portugal are showing rising damp problems on
the walls on groundfloors and basements,
paint and sometimes plaster is peeling
off regularly, while repairing is no use
because the humidity stays in the walls,
the problem is not solved and paint and
plaster starts peeling off again and again.
However a new German invention,
specialy developed to eliminate and
prevent future rising damp, is quickly
gaining ground in Portugal. Already
164 houses (in the Algarve, Lisbon
and Coimbra area) have been seeing
their rising damp problems eliminated.
The system is based on the electroosmosis process where low frequency
magnetic pulses change the polarity

of the water molecules in the wall and
draw the water towards the negative
loaded earth.The picture shows the
famous Erimitage in St.Petersburg in
Russia where a test installment has
beendone in steps. Now 191 Drymat
Units have been installed and are keeping the entire museum dry.
The Effect
Between 1.5 and 2 years, the rising
damp levels are under 3 % on the
ground level and under 6.5 % in the
basement ( stated in the money - back
guarantee ). The affected places can
now be repainted ( replastered ) and
stay dry for at least the next 35 years.
The advantages of the system are, no
construction work, no drilling, no
digging etc. It is a maintenance free,

continuous operation which after
installation will only cost you €10
electricity a year.
Energy Savings
Now your house is dry you can save
between 25% and 65% on your heating
costs and save a lot on dehumidifiers
because they are not needed anymore.
Repainting and replastering every year
is now history as well and living in an
environment without all that humidity
is much better for your health.
Free Humidity Survey
For a free inspection visit, please
contact Drymat Systems Portugal
For more information Tel: 962435572,
email: contact@drymatportugal.com or
visit: www.drymatportugal.com or
www.drymat.de.

Bruxism and abfraction
Strange words for problems with teeth. Bruxism is excessive grinding or clenching of the teeth;
abfraction and a related condition, dental erosion,
are the loss of tooth substance, enamel and dentine, usually at the junction of the teeth and gum
and not caused by decay. These phenomena are
effecting an increasing number of patients.
For Dr. Francis Haley, an English dental surgeon
based in Cascais, these problems are seen on a
daily basis. The clinic is principally concerned with
preventive dentistry; encouraging routine checkups, promoting improved oral hygiene techniques
and, when necessary, minimally invasive restorative
treatments. These measures, together with healthier
lifestyles and modern medical technology are seeing

more and more people living longer and maintaining
most, if not all, of their teeth. This is of course good
news, however it is at this stage that dentists must
detect early signs of grinding habits and non-carious
tooth loss and implement treatment.
There are two types of bruxers - the grinders
and the clenchers. The former is usually nocturnal
with lots of noise (partners complain). It’s also the
easier to diagnose as aggressive grinders can wear
away millimetres of tooth substance before they
seek advice. Clenching on the other hand is more
common during waking hours. This is generally
done unconsciously and the symptoms can be
vague - sensitive teeth, muscle or mandibular joint
pain or headaches. More importantly both forms

can ultimately fracture teeth; the forces involved
are such that a perfectly healthy tooth can split in
half. This often requires extraction.
Whereas bruxism has been recognised as a
pathology since the start of the 20th century it
is only in the last 30 years that the concept of
abfraction has developed. This is in part because
of its similarity to several other phenomena,
notably tooth-brush abrasion and erosion from
acidic drinks. It is thought that abfraction is the
result of stress forces induced within the tooth
during chewing but especially when clenching.
For more information on these issues and possible preventive or curative solutions please contact
us. Tel: 214863012 or visit: http://clinic.cdhaley.pt

E-commerce at Intermarché de Ferreiras
A new service has been launched
at the Intermarché de Ferreiras store
with clients now able to benefit
from an e-commerce service, with
the collection of shopping available
outside the store, allowing clients to
buy products at the click of a button.
From now on, you can do your
shopping in the comfort of your
home and then collect your purchases without leaving your car, taking
advantage of the Drive service that
Intermarché de Ferreiras offers.
The process of making your
purchases online is very simple, just
visit the intermarche.pt website, go

to “buy online”, select the Intermarché de Ferreiras store and make
your purchases, without a time limit.
Within the indicated period, your
purchases will be ready to collect
outside the store.
This new service also allows you
to personalise your purchases. In the
butcher’s section, for example, you
can select the meat to your liking,
writing the details relevant to the
purchase in the comments area.
In this way, Intermarché complements the personalised service
inside the store and reinforces the
proximity of the point of sale to

the local community, responding
effectively to the needs of consumers, who currently seek to maintain
social distance and are seeking
online alternatives to make their
purchases.
In addition to this new service,
Intermarché de Ferreiras has also
been recently updated, with a
welcoming, more modern and upto-date space for clients to shop.
Visit Intermarché de Ferreiras in
Vale Serves - Ferreiras, Albufeira
and for further information about
online shopping visit
www.intermarche.pt

Winter is coming – Maybe its time for a new mattress?
As a responsible company we take the
current situation very seriously and we are
ready to continue to serve our customers
in a safe and clean environment as per the
Government guidelines.
Following decades of trading experience
within the Algarve, Bedrooms Extra know
what they are doing with regard to UK beds.
They import a wide range of mattresses
and divans that comply with British Safety
Standards, so there will always a mattress
to suit every requirement. Come and see
the promotions we have at the moment on
2 drawer divan sets complete with mattress
and headboards in single, double and king
size.
As they only sell from their extensive

stock, there is no delay in having your bed
delivered and getting that all important
good night’s sleep. Choosing a mattress is
a very personal decision – it’s certainly not a
case of one size fits all.
It’s very important that you lie on the bed
and see if it gives you the support and level
of comfort that suits your needs.
Very often if you have back or joint problems, you don’t need a firm or hard mattress,
but one that provides a mix of both support
and comfort. All of the beds are imported
from the UK, so there is no confusion on
their size as they are all standard UK sizes,
Single 90 x 190, Double 135 x 190, Kingsize 150 x 200 and Super-king 180 x 200.
Delivery covering the whole of the Algarve

is all part of the service.
The bed ranges unique to Bedrooms Extra
are well known brands such as Relyon, Dura
Beds and the MLily range (now with an
additional 20% off). The MLily range have
removable covers, are backed by a 5 year guarantee and are also infused with a cooling gel.
Bedrooms Extra offer everything from the
traditional pocket sprung tufted mattress to
the multi-layered and varied graded foam
or even a hybrid! They also stock a range of
quality pillows, mattress protectors, duvets,
and of course, UK sized bedding. We look
forward to welcoming you to our Lagos
showroom to try the beds and see where
For further information Tel: Lagos Tel (+351) 282
your next good night’s sleep could come
762 383 or visit www.bedroomsextraalgrave.com
from.
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Residency for British
citizens
With Brexit fast approaching, British citizens in Portugal have only
until the end of the year to gain their residency in the country.
British citizens who
already live in the country
and intend to continue to
live in Portugal after the end

of the year, as well as those
who, until 31 December,
arrive in Portugal and intend
to reside here, must request

Those living in Portugal can apply for residence at the Câmara
Municipal de Lagoa.

the respective Certificate of
Registration from the City
Council of your area of residence. Those residing in the
Lagoa municipality should
do this at the Câmara in
Lagoa.
Registration as a resident
must be undertaken so that
British citizens can demonstrate that they are covered
by the Withdrawal Agreement between the European
Union and the United Kingdom, thereby guaranteeing
their rights, including the
right to work, health, education and benefits after the
end of the transition period
on 31 December, 2020.
British citizens’ residence
documents that have already
been registered will continue
to be accepted after the end
of the transition period.
If you are a resident of
Lagoa, contact the Câmara for more information.
Please contact Secretary
Ruben Palma by calling 930
405 445 or email ruben.
palma@cm-lagoa.pt
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Discover Lagoa
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Pub.

Welcome to The Lagoa Section brought to
you by Lagoa Câmara, here you can learn
more about the municipality in the central
Algarve, their initiatives and plans.

The mayor
of Lagoa Luis
Encarnação

L

agoa has long been known for its
impressive and award winning
beaches, including Praia do
Carvoeiro, Praia Grande, Praia
dos Caneiros and Praia de Benagil with its
famous cave, however there is far more to
this municipality than clear blue waters and
golden sands.
New initiatives brought to you by the local
council embrace technology, education and

nature and touch every part of the region
which includes the parishes of Lagoa and
Carvoeiro, Estômbar and Parchal, Ferragudo
and Porches.
Over the coming weeks you can learn about
all that this unique municipality has to
offer to both foreign and national residents,
property owners and also for the many
visitors who choose Lagoa for their holidays
throughout the year.
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World View

The Unfrozen Arctic

N

Gwynne Dyer

It’s the last week of October, and the main nursery of new Arctic Ocean sea ice has not yet started to refreeze. Hardly surprising,
since 2020 is on course to be the second-warmest year on record, but it’s still a matter of concern. It should have started refreezing
about five weeks ago.

Historically the Arctic Ocean would freeze right out to its edges and then melt back to about half
that area over the following summer. Not this year.

H

istorically the
Arctic Ocean
would freeze
right out to its
edges (the northern coasts
of Canada, Greenland,
Russia and Alaska) each
winter – 14 million sq. km.
of ice -- and then melt back
to about half that area over
the following summer. Not
this year.
The summer melt season
ended on 15 September, with
just over a quarter of the

winter ice left (3.74 million
sq. km.). That’s the secondlowest ever, but normally the
ice cover would have begun
expanding again right away.
This year it didn’t.
The edge of the ice north of
Scandinavia and European
Russia stayed where it was,
and the ice on the Laptev
Sea (north of central Siberia)
actually retreated further
north. It will probably start
refreezing soon now, but it
has already set alarm bells

ringing throughout the
scientific community.
However, it is making the
shipping community very
happy. A 2019 conference
of the Organisation for
Economic Cooperation and
Development (OECD)’s
International Transport
Forum gleefully discussed
the prospect that the ice is
shrinking and thinning so
fast that ships may soon be
able to sail straight across
the Arctic Ocean rather

than creeping around the
edges.
If the sea ice completely
disappears for even one
year, in all later years the old
thick, multi-year ice will be
gone. At worst ships would
only have to make their way
through new, thin singleyear ice even at the North
Pole, so there would be no
need for ice-breakers even in
winter. Hurrah!
These foolish people should
not be hugging themselves
with delight. They should be
shivering in fright, because an
ice-free Arctic Ocean could
be an event big enough to tip
the world’s climate into much
faster, irreversible warming.
That’s what we really have to
be afraid of: the sudden lurch,
the ‘non-linear change’ that
delivers us into a world of hurt.
The Arctic sea ice, in
midwinter covering an area
half again as big as the United
States, is like a giant mirror
reflecting the sun’s heat back
into space. Replace it with
open water that absorbs
the sun’s rays, and you have
created a giant new global
warming engine that you
cannot turn off.
It could happen next year,
it might not happen for
another twenty years, but
the train has already left the
station. It’s greenhouse gas
emissions that are causing

the warming, but no amount
of emissions reduction now
will stop it: there’s already
enough CO2 in the air to
melt all the sea ice in the
foreseeable future.
That would be catastrophic,
so some climate scientists
are now thinking seriously
about the logical next step.
The Arctic is warming
three times as fast as the
rest of the planet, so Dr
Hugh Hunt of the Centre
for Climate Repair at
Cambridge University is
prepared to take that step.
“Three years ago if you had
asked me, I’d have said I
hope we don’t have to do
any of this geoengineering
crap. It’s not what you’d
want to do, but now I just
can’t see this predicament
going in any other direction.
I really hope we do proper
government-funded work on
how these geoengineering
techniques work, because
sure as eggs is eggs we’re
going to have to do ‘em.”
Very reluctantly, Hunt
would now be willing to
consider putting an aerosol
(probably sulfur dioxide)
into the stratosphere over
the Arctic Ocean to reflect
enough incoming sunlight to
hold the local temperature
down. It would be less of a
challenge technically than
doing it elsewhere, because

the stratosphere over the
Arctic is only half as high
as it is at the equator and
existing aircraft could deliver
the aerosol.
He knows there are lots of
questions that need to be
answered before this was
done. Would the effects
of the aerosol be confined
to the Arctic region?
Otherwise you’d need the
consent of the whole planet
to do it, not just the eight
members of the Arctic
Council (who probably
would be in favour if it was
safe, because they definitely
have a dog in this fight).
But if the research said it
was safe, then Hugh Hunt
would be prepared to do it.
“There is something to be
said for tipping the Arctic
back into refreezing mode a
bit more every winter than it
melts in the summer. Maybe
a bit of stratospheric aerosol
injection could nudge it in
the right direction.”
He is not alone in that
judgement. The alternative is
probably a great deal worse.

Gwynne Dyer is an
independent journalist
whos articles are
published in 45 countries
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People’s Section ACCA

ACCA history

ACCA was founded by Jane Oliphant and a group of
volunteers back in the year 2000.

C

ACCA purchased a new wheelchair for Samuel.

brought to you by

urrent President,
Wanda Crawford
joined ACCA
in 2000 as a
volunteer, she soon found
that there was so much
poverty in the Algarve.
She now shares a long and
vibrant history of helping
children at and below the
poverty line along with an
amazing ACCA team.
On the board of ACCA we
have Anna Bialek, Jenny
Harrison, Margaret Garnett,
Sharon Henderson, Maxine
Binns and Phillipa Clancey.
This team of dynamic ladies
are devoted to making a
difference in the lives of
the needy children in the
Algarve.
We have several loyal
corporate sponsors including
Conrad Algarve, QP Savills,
Jutta Hoehn Architect,
Blevins Franks, Atelier do
Sul, Resident, Pinheiros

Altos, Quinta do Lago
Resort & the Ladies Golf
Club, Vila Sol, Laranjal
Golf, Algarve Tennis Centre,
Four Seasons Country
Club, Curiosa Living, Seven
Quintas, Vila Joya, Fine
Wines, James & Tor Healey,
John Waddenton, Irvine’s,
Dunas Douradas Beach
Club and Dunas Lifestyle.
In addition, to the
companies that support
ACCAKIDS they have
the local community at
large. There are so many

individuals who always
lend a helping hand to
help ACCA serve the
community. It is impossible
to name them all. However,
you know who you are and
we would like to thank all of
the ACCA supporters.
Without the support of the
all the volunteers and donors
ACCA could not do the
desperately needed work we
are able to contribute to the
community.
Wanda says “in our charity
we dream of a world where

every child has a voice and
the ability to achieve their
fullest potential”.
Wanda, say’s “we are
touching and changing
the lives of ACCAKIDS
one child at a time. We are
looking for more volunteers
and donations. Since the
pandemic we have been
inundated with requests for
support.
If you would like to
volunteer, please email
ACCA accakid@gmail.com
or call 919 617 995.

Curiosa Living

Live your best nesting life by way of this extraordinary Mecca of
home furnishings, which feels way more like a wonderland than
a 4000m2 showroom.
Between the unique sofas,
beds, dining tables, chandeliers, coffee tables, mirrors
and flawless teak sideboards,
and wall art, one step inside
and it’s hard to tell if you’re
still in Portugal. Such a
huge assortment of eclectic
styles of furniture.
Curiosa Living brings
the exotic and intricate
interiors of Bali to sleek
Scandinavian styles with
warm and cosy interiors,
with everything from
majestic 5 metre teak tables
and exquisite lighting to
home décor. A treasure
trove of imported furniture
finds both traditional and
contemporary, this one-ofa-kind enclave has been a
favourite of savvy decorators and lauded clients alike
for over 20 years. But this
Aladdin’s cave isn’t just for
dressing up the home with
a striking unique coffee
table or decorative pillow,

it allows you to be able to
transform an environment.
Curiosa is excited to
invite clients to visit its
newly renovated showroom
in Almancil on the EN125.
The state of the art coffee
machine offers delicious
cups of Italian coffee to
clients. Anything from
cafe latte to an espresso.
Curiosa Living is renowned
for their “commitment to
excellent customer service.” The key to success of
Curiosa is their enormous
stock level, affording them

the luxury to deliver your
new furniture immediately. Their finishing touches,
“turns your house into a
home”.
They also feature the
latest on-trend furniture
styles, free in-home design
visits, and coordinated
decorating accessories and
custom made curtains.
Basically, this business
specialises in home furnishings.
For more information,
visit the company’s website
curiosaportugal.com

To volunteer

If you would like to volunteer, please email ACCA
accakid@gmail.com or call 919 617 995.

To donate

Donations can be made directly to the ACCA charity
account.
ASS SOLID CRIANCAS CARENCIADAS ALGARVE
IBAN: PT50 007900004342641910122

The People’s Page is a sponsored page where 100% (value w/o IVA) of proeceeds paid by the sponsor for the page to The Portugal News go to the
featured charity of their choice. If you have a charity you would like to sponsor and would like to give some information about your business,
then please contact: info@theportugalnews.com.

Good News Section

Restoring faith in humanity

I am a dog lover, and for some years have had two big rescued mutts lurking
round my feet.
One of them started to
lose his sight some years
ago to a congenital disease,
and eventually became
totally blind. I thought
walking him with a harness
instead of a lead might help
guide him, and agonized
over which one to buy.
Finally, the one I selected
arrived, but unfortunately
he absolutely hated it, dug
his heels in and wouldn’t
move until we went back to
a collar and lead.
The harness was relegated to the back of the
cupboard until May this
year (a good year has now
passed) and we took on
another rescue dog of a
similar size, and the harness was dragged out and
finally used.
Unfortunately, one of
the ‘quick clip‘ fasteners
broke this week, rendering
the harness totally useless,
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Miss Algarve Competition
21-year-old Madelon Geerlings reigned victorious in
the regional beauty contest, Miss Algarve, that took
place in the beautiful Vale D’Oliveiras resort, located
between Carvoeiro and Ferragudo.

T

having only been used
for less than 6 months. I
contacted the supplier by
email suggesting that if
they were making a nopull harness for a larger
dog, they should consider
using clips that would be
more robust for a larger
dog. To my surprise, they

have taken my comments
on board, and are sending
me a replacement - albeit the same as the one
recently discarded - I hadn’t
complained, but appreciated
their response in replacing it.
Restores faith in humanity!
Marilyn Sheridan

Silves “Jolly Boys” food donation
On Monday, 26 October, the Silves “Jolly Boys” donated €130 of food from the
local supermarkets to the charity, Support for Families in the Algarve.
The “Jolly Boys” meet on Saturday mornings for coffee and a lot of banter and pay
subs to cover costs of coffees and to add a
few Euros to save for a worthy cause.
This week, following a direct appeal from
Su Davis from Support for Families in the
Algarve, we decided to dig a little deeper
into our pockets and raised €130 to buy
food from the local supermarkets which was
delivered to the charity collection point in

Silves car park.
Food and Donations can be taken to
the Silves car park, near to the burger
restaurant, on Mondays between 11.30am
and 12.30pm. Everything donated is then
taken to families that have no work and are
without wages and are struggling to feed
themselves and their children.
Mike Wakeford

he two-day
event that took
place on 21 and
22 September
was filled with a mixture
of nerves and excitement.
The contestants completed themed challenges
such as Mother Nature
and Covid-19 and the following day saw two groups
of women take to the
catwalk in three rounds. In
the first catwalk the women
dressed simply in jeans
and a white top, which was
followed by cocktail dresses
and finally the prom dress
catwalk which Madelon
Geerlings “loved the most”.
The competitors were
received warmly by their
hosts at the resort and
when The Portugal News
spoke to Madelon, she
assured that they all conformed to the health rules
by wearing masks and
being socially distanced.
Despite these regulations
she said that it was the
“best experience and I
met the most wonderful
people”.
Madelon had never
entered a beauty competition before and “was
not expecting to win”
admitting that she felt
nervous at first because

Madelon Geerlings has been crowned Miss Algarve.

of the competitive side of
it but everyone “helped
each other” and she was
guided by her parents who
told her to “go in with the
attitude of meeting new
people and having fun”.
Madelon Geerlings will

be entering in the Miss
Portugal competition at
the end of this year and
if she is crowded Miss
Portugal, she will have the
exiting opportunity to be
entered in the international competitions.

A “tail” of two cities

In these difficult times small troubles can seem much tougher but
when you have bigger problems to start with, then this period makes
them grow out of all proportion.

Stephen and his rescue dog from Portugal, Pepe.

Marianne spoke of her friend Stephen and his journey
in finding a new dog.
My friend Stephan had been having a very difficult
time. “However”, he said “my little dog Ruby has helped
me carry on with my journey. She has made it worth
while carrying on”. Then the unthinkable happened. Ruby
passed away very quickly and unexpectedly in Stephan’s
arms. Everyone became worried about him, his family in
particular. I knew it wasn’t the right time to say it but I
said it anyway. Get another dog. It wasn’t that I thought he
should just then but I knew it could focus him away from
his terrible grief. No response. As the weeks and months
rolled on I knew he couldn’t face the formality of going to
a shelter in the UK. I asked him to look at O Cantinho da
Milu’s/Dogs of Portugal site in his own time, over a cup of
tea.
Then I got a message saying he saw little Pepe on the site
with a terrible story who would benefit from a loving home.
I set the ball rolling. The shelter sent masses of photo’s

and videos and the decision was made and Pepe made the
2,546 kilometre journey from Lisbon to West Yorkshire.
We could track the whole journey on the computer, even
when they pull in for petrol and a break and even when
they came to the pet reception at Calais where all our hearts
dropped and tummies turned over in hope that all the
documentation was in order. Then whoosh. Next thing the
computer showed the van and Pepe in Kent.
Life had been inordinately cruel for Pepe and more than
unkind to Stephan but now these two gentle souls are as one
and as happy can be. Another reminder of what a healthy
tonic a dog can be for us. This picture of them reminds me of
a poem I recently read:
“The new day shines bright on your face.
It’s the light of the beginning
And the echo of all that was.”
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Community News

Caring Community Association Supports Covid-hit Charities
Algarve west coast community
association Amovate has stepped
up its charity work to bring aid
to people in the area suffering
through the pandemic.
Ian Bedford, president of the

association which comprises both
Portuguese and ex-pat residents
in and surrounding Vale da Telha,
Aljezur, told us,
“Covid-19 has hit everyone, but
the most vulnerable in society are

Inauguration - Steve Scott with Aida Manchado, Sandra Nunes and Mafalda
Alves. (Photo: Supplied)

those who are suffering most. And
when something like this hits us,
the plus side is that it often brings
out the best in people.
“And this summer we again
decided to offer help where we
can to local charities whose own
fund-raising efforts were, to an
extent, drying up due to the Coronavirus.
“This also includes holding
bi-monthly meetings with Aljezur
Camara to identify and target areas
where we can help most”.
These meetings have now
resulted, amongst other things,
in an agreement to re-route some
scheduled times of the bus service
operating to and from Aljezur/
Lagos.
This means that, from March,
some parts of the service will now
pass through Vale da Telha, Espartal, Monte Clerigo and Arrifana,
districts that have not had access
to public transport for decades,
despite the pressing needs of a
growing population.
Also, Amovate had for some
time been pressing for fibre optic
broadband capability in Vale da
Telha and surrounding districts

Holy Communion for All Saints day

Halloween is in fact a
Christian celebration. So,
before the kids rush out to
buy pumpkins, (Abóbora)
no doubt at inflated prices,
its worth remembering the
roots of this celebration. As
a Christian, am I bothered
by this? Not really, the kids
love the fun of it all. Christians are not kill joys, or I
hope not, but its just worth
remembering where this all
started. I can’t be sure how
it all became ‘trick or treat’,

but the children (and a few
adults) enjoy it.
All Saints Day, also known
as All Hallows’ Day, or
Hallowmas, is a Christian
celebration in honour of
all the saints from Christian history. In Western
Christianity, it is observed
on November 1st by the
Roman Catholic Church, the
Anglican Church, the Methodist Church, the Lutheran
Church, and other Protestant
denominations.

In fact, it’s a day when we
also remember those who
have passed on, light a candle
for them, and celebrate Holy
Communion. With many
Churches closed due to
coronavirus, the opportunity
to celebrate All Saints is a
bit of a challenge. All Saints
Church Lagoa will be open,
as normal, this Sunday at
the convent in Lagoa, and if

after the area was by-passed,
apparently because it lies within
the Costa Vicentina National Park,
despite Aljezur being included in
the network.
But Amovate vice-President
Matt D’Arcy of Chestertons Aljezur had several feasibility discussions with the service provider, and
the fibre optic service is now being
provided in the area.
Throughout the pandemic
Amovate has worked closely with
Conferencia Nossa Senhora D´Alva a charity which supports local
families in need.
One child they were working
with suffers from Williams Syndrome and requires €4,000 worth
of mouth and dental treatment
over a two-year period.
Amovate agreed to donate
2,000€ which covers the first year.
Amovate also distributed a total
of 16 food baskets valued at 25€
each to needy families supported by the charity, supplied at a
reduced cost by Petra Deen who
has a fruit and vegetable stall in
Aljezur market.
Amovate also gave the charity
€500 to help set up a soup kitchen.

you live in the Lagoa council
(remember we are in four
days lockdown) come and
join us. If you would like to
light a candle to remember
someone special to you, or
to take Holy Communion,
know that there is a welcome
waiting for you. The service
starts at 11am and everyone
is welcome, whatever your
Christian background. PL

Portugal Walks
Tuesday, 3 November –
Let’s Walk from Ferragudo:
Just a stunning circular walk
along cliff tops and countryside of about 2 hours. Moderately easy with no real climbs
but there are ups and downs
on the clifftop path. 10am
star. Meet in the car park near
Ferragudo. On the EN125
from Lagoa towards Portimão
exit for Estombar and Parchal.
Continue straight ahead
through traffic lights and
around roundabouts until you
come to the large roundabout
with Lidl on the left. Go left
and follow signs for Ferragudo,
once you arrive turn right and
follow the signs for the Praias.

The road will take you uphill
and then down before passing
the Vila Castelo complex, the
car park is next on the right.
Julie 965 753 033
Tuesday, 10 November Lets Walk from Paderne: An
interesting circular walk along
the river valley to Paderne
Castle - fairly easy, no hard
climbs and just over 2 hours.
10am start. Meet in the car
park in front of the football
stadium in Paderne. As you
drive into Paderne from the
EN395 you first pass the
sports complex and then arrive
at the football stadium and car
park on the right. Chris 913
011 537

All are very welcome, no need to book but please wear shoes suitable
for country walking. There is a nominal charge of 5 euro per person
this includes a donation for charity - full details plus the guidelines for
Covid walking can be found on www.portugalwalks.com

In addition Amovate and
Restaurante Fonte do Vale—situated in a central part of Vale Da
Telha—set up a drop-off point for
people wanting to donate non-perishable food items for the same
cause, a service which continues to
operate.
Amovate were also asked for
their help by A Casa CLD4SG
(Casa da Crianças) which looks
after children in poverty and their
families in poverty throughout Aljezur, Rogil and their new base in
Odeceixe where the local Freguesia
have given them use of what was
a pre-school building to operate
from.
The charity needed furnishings
and shelving for their Odeceixe
HQ to display items for sale.
Amovate were invited to the
inauguration of the operation in
Odeceixe. Representing the charity
were Aida Manchado, Sandra
Nunes and Mafalda Alves.
Later ACASA told us, “We
deeply appreciate the support from
Amovate and we were honoured
to have Ian and Steve present at
the inauguration of our donation
centre in Odeceixe.

AAA lecture cancellations

Due to the current restrictions relating to the Coronavirus
pandemic, the Algarve Archaeological Association have cancelled the forthcoming lectures which were due to be held
on 3 November and 1 December 2020.
We will review the situation again for lectures starting in
January 2021; an outline of the planned lecture programme
(2021) can be see on the AAA website www.arquealgarve.
weebly.com.

A Celebration of All the
Saints from the 4th to
the 21st Century
All Saints Day, which
falls on Sunday, 1 November, is a globally recognised
celebration of the known
and unknown Saints and
Martyrs who dedicated and,
in some cases, sacrificed
their lives to Christianity.
It is thought to have started in the 4th Century by
Greek Christians, but some
sources say that this festival
goes back as far back as 270
CE – who knows?
But one thing we do know
is that here in the Algarve on
1 November, 2020 there will
be a mighty celebration in
the local All Saints Anglican
Church as friends, families,
Ministers, and anyone who
has been associated with the
church and the Congregation
are invited to join them for
their “Name Day” worship.
A special presentation

has been crafted plotting
the history and direction of
All Saints since the historic
Concordat that brought
them into being in 2008,
Bishop Andy Lines will be
preaching and members of
the church both new and old
will be sharing their story of
their journey with All Saints.
Special prayers have been
written, special music has
been selected and a joyous
worship service full of light
and hope is promised - via
the magic of Zoom
Please join us on 1 November. The Service starts at
10.30am, should run for about
an hour and is live and interactive on Zoom – so you can be
safe, shielded and comfortable
in your own home.”
For details on how to join contact: 934 809 369, or email:
secretary@allsaintsalgarve.org

Sublime Section
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CHANGING BEHAVIOUR WHEN BUYING PROPERTY IN THE ALGARVE
Over the last 10 years, when buying a house not only the criteria
looked for by prospective customers have substantially changed in
certain aspects, but also prices of houses. Who would have thought
that, in the last 10 years, prices have been falling by about 25 %?!
While prices dropped by about 50% between 2009 and 2015, they
have stabilised since 2015 and the market is in good condition. It is
a fact, though, that prices have fallen overall in the last 10 years and
it is, therefore, worth investing.
Another fact is that real estate offshore purchases have fallen
dramatically for a variety of reasons (we would be happy to inform
you individually), especially in the “golden triangle” around Quinta
do Lago/Vale do Lobo.
On careful observation, this development was recognisable some
years ago. However, in part even local real estate agents could
not or did not want to notice this change and, by the way, they
are still only partially aware of the changes. To this day, problems
accompanying this development are still too rarely openly

addressed, unfortunately, with massive effects on the real estate
market. This is especially the case in well-known resorts where,
depending on the location, a large number of the properties are
held in the form of offshore companies. While this may be an
uncomfortable truth, it is worth a mention.
In the meantime, about two thirds of all new buyers of second
homes in the Algarve rent their homes out. This trend is more than
just a fad as increasingly small, affordable apartments and houses
are being bought, allowing owners to cover parts of their expenses
with rental income. This shift has been sustained since 2013.
Recognising trends in advance is not only a great challenge but
also the strength of our company. We consider each individual
customer and his or her needs as “special and unique”, assisting them
from buying an apartment house or remodelling one, right up to a
possible redesign of their interiors: a first hand and one-stop service.
Thorough and efficient, open to and sincere with our clients, and
with a strong focus on providing a truly bespoke service.

The Working World of...

With us everything revolves around real estate...

Efficient - Sustainable - Personal - In time
www.gibson-portugal.com

www.algarve-property-agency.com
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Twice in a spooky Blue Moon

N

Jake Cleaver

This Halloween may indeed be an unusual one with trick or treating not being
on the cards, however as if to make up for it, there’s a treat for us all in the sky
with compliments from the cosmos.

The Moon is something you imagine being synonymous with Halloween. You probably have a
picture in your mind of a big full Moon providing the eerie backdrop of a scene filled with pumpkins.

T

his Halloween
it’s going to be
a ‘Blue Moon’.
Unfortunately
no, I’m sorry to tell you that
doesn’t mean the Moon is
actually going to turn blue.
But once you get over your
disappointment you will see

that it’s still a pretty sweet
treat.
A Blue Moon is when
there’s two full Moons in a
month. Because this seldom
happens (only once every
two or three years) it’s long
become an expression for
something that you only

do, or treat yourself to,
occasionally, or indeed ‘once
in a Blue Moon’. (But since
Blue Moons are when there’s
two full Moons in a month,
maybe the expression should
be ‘twice in a Blue Moon’?
That’s a good excuse to do
something nice - twice.)

The reign of Scorpio

The Moon is something you
imagine being synonymous
with Halloween. You
probably have a picture
in your mind of a big
full Moon providing the
eerie backdrop of a scene
filled with pumpkins with
gruesome expressions,
witches and bats flying
wildly across the sky, and
maybe you even catch a
glimpse of a Werewolf ’s tail
disappearing as he chases a
black cat into the forest. And
while all this commotion is
going on, if you pay close
attention you might just see,
lit up in the moonlight, a
Goblin - gobbling up all the
candy in the corner.
But despite how you might
imagine the Moon always
being there to illuminate
this spooky spectacle, the
last official full Moon on
Halloween was actually 19
years ago, and the last Blue
Moon was even rarer, and
this will be the first one in
76 years.
The average Moon cycle
takes around 29 days to
complete - about a month.
This isn’t a crazy cosmic
coincidence; we set up our
timetables with the Moon
in mind. In fact, Moon and

N

month come from the same
root word. By this schedule
the Moon takes 354 days
to complete 12 full cycles.
Since this falls short of the
365 days it takes Earth to
go around the Sun (a year),
it means that roughly every
two and a half years a 13th
full Moon is seen and is
called a Blue Moon.
Why exactly we called it a
Blue Moon isn’t clear, one
theory has it that it was
a mispronunciation of an
unused word ‘belewe’, which
means to betray. And maybe
we did feel a little betrayed
after we thought we had
the cosmos figured out,
and that there would be 12
months and Moons in our
calendar year - only for an
impromptu 13th Moon to
appear about 3 years later.
The Moon sure is difficult
to keep track of. Just trying
to get my head around it
enough to write this story is
proving difficult. However,
the Ancient Greek Meton
of Athens in 432 BC had
the mind for it and worked
out that after 19 years
have elapsed, the phase of
the Moon will repeat on
the same date. A pattern
that became known as the

‘Metonic Cycle’. Of course
the Moon can’t be pinned
down to stick to even
Meton’s carefully observed
schedule, and what with
slight variations in its orbital
period and with leap days
that intervene over a 19
year time-span, the Metonic
Cycle can only be accurate
to within a day.
This is why the last Blue
Moon on Halloween was
in 1944, and the following
19 year cycles in 1963, 1982
and 2001 were slightly off,
and although they may have
been spooky full Moons
they weren’t in fact ‘Blue’.
But now in 2020 Metons
Metonic Cycle seems to
have reset and we should
see the return of the spooky
Blue Moon phenomenon in
2039, 2058 and 2077.
So, it’s clear the Moon sure
is full of tricks, but this
really is a once in a Blue
Moon treat. So, even if this
Halloween is an unusual
one in many ways, at the
very least we can channel
our inner Werewolf and
go outside and have a little
howl at the spooky bright
Blue Moon. It’ll be awhile
before we get the chance
again.

Carmen Paris

Welcome to Josefine Astrology. In all my articles you’ll find an honest perspective on how the Planets and
the Universe cast an influence on our everyday lives.
For many, Astrology has been
seen as an item of ridicule, sadly
that is the case because most
astrologers are keener on achieving
income rather than being truthful
and factual, Astrology my dear
paradise dwellers, is about the
psyche not divination! True, I
am available for consultations
and provide advice regarding the
Zodiac, but keep in mind I’ll
always speak the blunt truth on
how the planets will affect your
life.
But let’s get down to it, how
is our Solar system going to
influence us next month? During
the reign of Scorpio, 23 October
to 21 November, our large
celestial neighbours, Jupiter and

Saturn will continue their travel
through Capricorn, as such, the
exaggeration and dive into deep
fear that has invaded our lives
recently will continue. However,
this month Scorpio will magnify it
even further.
Thoughts will give way to strong
emotions and emotions that want
to get to the bottom of everything,
no rock left unturned. Expect
cranked up discussions on many
topics with two camps, the deep
and the peak divided as ever aided
by a very strong Mars in Aries
which will throw more fervor into
the pot. It’s going to be a loud
month of vociferous emotions.
Fortunately we’ll have lovely
Venus travelling through the sign

of Libra. Given the peaceful nature
of both of these celestial energies,
discussions will not reach a summit
of unrelenting anger. As a matter
of fact, it may be possible that out
of all those heated conversations
many amorous opportunities will
emerge, and passion will arise,
which will certainly be the case for
those of us truly in love with the
other soul in our lives.
And for now I leave you, but
yours truly will write again about
the Zodiac next month, find me in
this lovely publication covering the
little paradise where we all display
our energies on earth.
For further information from
Josefine Astrology, please visit
facebook.com/josephineastrology

During the reign of Scorpio, 23 October to 21 November, Jupiter and Saturn
will continue their travel through Capricorn
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A long winter stay in the Algarve can truly be an affordable option, with visitors able to enjoy this multi award
winning destination at reasonable prices.

“

Best Summer Destination” is
the most recent prize awarded
to the region by the travel
and tourism industry, with
the Irish Travel Agents Association
announcing the accolade at the
Irish Travel Industry Awards 2020.
In 2019, the Algarve was once
again voted Best European Beach
Destination at the World Travel
Awards, the ‘Oscars’ of tourism,
a prize which the region had
previously won in 2012, 2013,
2015, 2016 and 2017. Individually,
Falésia Beach in Albufeira was the
only Portuguese beach to feature
in the ranking of the World’s 25
best beaches in TripAdvisor’s 2019
Traveller’s Choice awards, where it
took 11th place. And the world’s
biggest travel website listed six
other Algarve beaches in Portugal’s
Top 10: Falésia (Albufeira), Rocha
and Três Irmãos (Portimão),
Camilo (Lagos), Marinha
(Carvoeiro) and Amoreira
(Aljezur).

The more general but nevertheless
highly influential international
website, the ‘Huffington Post’ went
so far as to refer to the Ponta da
Piedade area in Lagos as being
“probably the world’s prettiest
beach.” And these are just a few of
the many awards that the Algarve’s
beaches alone have won in recent
years.
The Algarve has also been
acknowledged as Europe’s Best
Golf destination in 2014, 2016
and 2020 by the International
Association of Golf Tour Operators
(IAGTO), as the Best Value
Golf Destination in Continental
Europe in 2012, 2013, 2015, 2017
and 2018 by “Today’s Golfer”
magazine and also as the Best Golf
Destination in Continental Europe
in 2017, 2018, 2019 and 2020 by
“Today’s Golfer” magazine.
With so many awards and
international recognition from the
travel industry visitors may expect
to pay a premium to visit this

stunning corner of Europe however
a long winter stay at Prado Villas
demonstrates just how affordable
the region is.
At Prado Villas guests are able to
enjoy self catering villas in the heart
of the Algarve, offering everything
you need to make a winter long stay
in the region safe, comfortable and
pleasurable.
The exclusive collection of 18
spacious, contemporary-styled, airconditioned linked villas nestling
comfortably amongst tropical
landscaped gardens assures you a
relaxing break. Each villa offers two
double bedrooms, two bathrooms
and large, comfortable living and
dining areas, a well-equipped
kitchen and private terrace.
Prado Villas offers you the best
of both worlds… a calm, friendly
and relaxing environment with a
natural sense of intimacy but with
the attractions of a resort all within
easy reach.
Stay in the Algarve this winter

for as little as €750 a month –
including free high speed WiFi,
electricity and water.
For further information about long

winter stays at Prado Villas, please
email enquiries@prado-vilamoura.
com, visit www.prado-vilamoura.
com or call 00351 289 321 104.
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Resort Section

brought to you by

Far from ordinary - the ingredients that set us
apart from the rest …

More than two decades ago, The Emerson Group (Jones Homes Portugal) made a
commitment to create a new and exclusive community on the outskirts of Lagos by
providing luxury homes that would line the edges of a well-designed golf course.

T

his commitment
has been fulfilled
and today the
resort thrives and
provides homes of character
and distinction to an
international community.
Despite adverse conditions
brought about by Covid-19,
the company remain resolute
in their conviction to build
and is confident that the
future is bright. To this end, it
continues to make significant
financial investments in the
next phase of building with
two major projects – Bayview
Village (a lifestyle village
within the development) and
a collection of prestigious
front-line golf residences.
The concept of Bayview
Village is to lift the standards

and expectations of luxury
living, thus allowing the
homeowner to maximise
precious leisure time. In an
increasingly pressured world,
the senior management
identified the need for easy
administrative-free living
and, therefore, set out to
create a village community
with designated all-inclusive
facilities and services – a
lifestyle community that does
not currently exist in the
western Algarve.
For those, who prefer
independent living, new
detached and semi-detached
villas are currently underbuild affording spectacular
views over the golf course
toward the Atlantic Ocean.
These properties are designed

to meet the requirements of
modern-day life and built
to an exceptionally high
specification. Boavista runs
like a well-oiled machine. The
environment is clean, and
the gardens manicured while
maintaining harmony with
the natural surroundings.
This comes with no extra
charge to the resident (in
non-condominium areas)
as there are no resort or
condominium fees.
Making a significant
investment, for most people,
calls for peace of mind.
There have been too many
horror stories in the past.
An investment at Boavista
eliminates any such concern
as the British based parent
company, the Emerson

Group, have worldwide
assets in excess of 1 billion
pounds sterling and have
been established since 1959.
In that time, they have been

responsible for domestic and
commercial developments
throughout the world
that include The Lowry
Outlet Mall in Manchester,
England.
It is crucial to know that
your investment is safe but
recreational choices are also
important in considering
lifestyle options when
deciding where to purchase.
At Boavista Golf & Spa,
as the name suggests, there
is a mature and reputable
18-hole golf course, driving
range, short game practice
area, a spa offering a large
indoor heated swimming
pool, gymnasium, sauna,
Jacuzzi and treatment rooms
where relaxing massages
or beauty therapies are
available. An outdoor games
area with archery or a game
of tennis will bring out
the competitive edge. In
addition, there is a popular
children’s playground. There
are various special interest
classes to keep mind and
body fit such as children’s
swimming lessons, water
aerobics, yoga, pilates or
join the bridge group that

meets weekly. If relaxation
and gastronomy are on
the agenda, then visit our
clubhouse restaurant for
a mouth-watering choice
of international dishes or
Restaurant La Bistro for a
homemade pizza or special
dish of the day. Both are
open seven days a week and
welcome all visitors. Why
not visit either venue to
enjoy a coffee, chilled beer,
glass of wine or cocktail
on the clubhouse sunset
terrace overlooking the 18th
green or take advantage of
a ‘happy hour’ drink (17h30
to 18h30) at La Bistro. We
look forward to welcoming
you.
Visit us soon and find out
what makes Boavista Golf &
Spa so special.
CONTACT SALES TEAM ON

Telephone:
+351 282 000 170
Email:
sales@boavistaresort.pt
Website:
www.boavistaresort.pt
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Mercedes PRO: The world of connectivity
services for your company.
Your light commercial vehicle is one of your company’s most important employees. That is why MercedesBenz Vans work every day with the aim of designing new offers for you - from financing, through
maintenance, to daily operation.
Mercedes PRO combines the relevant offers
and services for you on one platform. We
work to link your needs to the technologies
of the future developed by us and integrate
the latter intelligently into your daily activity.
Mercedes PRO starts with the Mercedes
PRO connect connectivity and fleet services
which is developed step by step.
Your benefits with Mercedes PRO
connect.
• Make the daily work of your fleet

managers and drivers easier by using
Mercedes PRO connect.
• Professional connectivity and fleet
solutions connect companies to their
vehicles and drivers, which can increase
efficiency and productivity – moving in the
direction of the company and adhering to
cost control, as well as in fleet management.
• Simplified and optimised maintenance
planning
• Using traffic light logic, imminent
maintenance will not be forgotten.

Drive up to 358 km1.2 without local emissions
The eVito Tourer Standard offers the same functionality, safety
and comfort already known in the Mercedes-Benz Vito. It is a highly
efficient electric motor with a maximum of 150 kW (204 hp) [Electric
energy consumption in the combined test cycle 27.9 kWh / 100 km
(WLTP), CO2 emissions 0 g / km]
1. Has a torque of up to 362 Nm, with an autonomy that can reach
358km.
2. You can cover routes that go beyond the urban perimeter. In
terms of battery, its useful capacity is 90 kW and can be charged
between 10 percent and 80 percent, in an optional fast charging station
with up to 110 kW, in about 45 minutes
3. Electric propulsion is combined with the spacious interior of the
vehicle, which holds up to 8 seats in addition to the driver.
The new EQV
The 100% Electrifying
Mercedes-Benz minivan.
The new EQV is coming - the
first fully electric MercedesBenz minivan, designed with
you, the environment and future
generations in mind.
With distinctive EQ design
elements, MBUX multimedia
technology, capacity for up to

8 people and the characteristic
sophistication of Mercedes-Benz,
the new EQV has a range of up to
349km and can be loaded simply
and comfortably.
Position yourself at the top of
electric mobility innovation with
the new EQV and maximise the
tax benefits available with the
purchase of a 100% electric vehicle.

• Transparency regarding the condition of
vehicles
• Vehicle data is always accessible and
processed in a structured way which

facilitates service planning.
• Unnecessary additional costs are avoided
• Impending maintenance is planned
efficiently, reducing the risk of downtime.

The new Mercedes-Benz eVito Tourer
A new era, 100% electric in the
transportation of people.
A new era of sustainable
mobility is arriving for the
transport of 9 people that promises
to electrify your business and
make the future of all of us more
sustainable: the new eVito Tourer!
Sophisticated, elegant,
innovative and with MercedesBenz safety and comfort, the new
eVito Tourer allows you to drive in
a 100% electric way, with no local
emissions and with a range of up
to 358 km.

Position your business at the
top of electric mobility innovation,
investing in the new Mercedes-

Benz eVito Tourer and maximise
the tax benefits available with the
purchase of a 100% electric vehicle.

The new Mercedes-Benz eVito Van
A new 100% electric era in
freight transport.
A new era of sustainable
mobility for the transport of
goods is coming, which promises
to electrify your business and
make the future of all of us more
sustainable: the new eVito Van!
Innovative, ergonomic,
technological and with all the
safety, quality and comfort of a
Mercedes-Benz, the new eVito
Van allows you to drive in a
100% electric way, with no local
emissions and with a range of up
to 150km.
Position your business at

the top of electric mobility
innovation, investing in the
new eVito Van and maximise

the tax benefits available with
the purchase of a 100% electric
vehicle.

The new Mercedes-Benz eSprinter Van
A new 100% electric era in
freight transport
A new era of sustainable mobility
is coming in the XXL version,
which promises to electrify your
business: the new eSprinter Van!
Innovative, ergonomic,
technological and with all
Mercedes-Benz safety, quality
and comfort, the new eSprinter
Van allows you to drive in a
100% electric way, with no local
emissions and with a range of up
to 156km.

Position your business at the
top of electric mobility innovation,
investing in the new eSprinter

Van and maximise the tax benefits
available with the purchase of a
100% electric vehicle.
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“Beautiful people eat Ugly Fruit”

The Portuguese project “Flaw4life”, using “ugly fruit”, has received the LIFE award from
the Environment of European Union (EU), while also being the most popular project
among the public.

T

The main goal of Ugly Fruit is to reduce food wastage due to aesthetical reasons.

he consumer cooperative
“Ugly fruit” buys directly from
farmers the products rejected by
supermarkets and sells them to
consumers at delivery points. Each week,
each delivery point with 300 consumers,
saves the waste of more than a tonne of fruit
and vegetables.
Those responsible for the Portuguese “ugly
fruit” project explain on their page that in
Europe about 30 percent of fruit and vegetables are wasted due to their appearance.
At the origin of the project is the fact that
consumers go to the supermarket to choose
the most beautiful fruit, and since supermarkets do not sell ugly fruit, they stopped
buying it from farmers, so 30 percent of the
fruit goes to waste due to colour, size and
shape.
According to their website, “the main goal
of Ugly Fruit is to reduce food wastage due
to aesthetical reasons”. Every product that
is rejected by the regular distribution channels due to an unwanted shape or size is a

“Save a Seabird” against light
pollution in Madeira

“Save a Seabird” is the campaign of the Portuguese Society for
the Study of Birds (SPEA), with the aim to raise the awareness of
the population of Madeira to the consequences of light pollution,
which leads to the death of these birds.

The campaign, created
in 2009, calls for the need
to implement measures to
mitigate light pollution, as
well as to promote energy
efficiency and conservation
of the species of seabirds
present in the archipelago of Madeira. Also, to

raise awareness among the
population and various
entities – like City Councils
- about the problem of light
pollution and how it affects
seabirds.
Lectures in public places,
schools, people’s houses,
community centres, are

some of the actions being
prepared. “Spreading information about the ecology of
seabirds, the species present
in the archipelago, the general threats, Light Pollution,
rescue procedures, and
campaign results in previous
years” are the topics to
highlight, the association
told The Portugal News.
“Save a Seabird” will take
place until mid November. “This period coincides
with a higher exit rate for
juveniles who, due to their
inexperience, are more attracted by light”, said Cátia
Gouveia, coordinator of
SPEA Madeira.
Light pollution is a global
threat to biodiversity and,
in particular, to seabirds
of the procellarriform
order, with 56 species said
to be affected by artificial
light, including 24 that
are globally threatened”,
said Cátia Gouveia to The
Portugal News Annual-

ly, about 200 seabirds are
registered as victims of light
pollution. However, only a
few of these birds are found,
resulting in data that is
considered to not be representative of all birds that are
victims of this threat.
The SPEA coordinator
explained to The Portugal
News that all six species of
seabirds on the islands are
affected by the impact of
over lighting.
How can we protect
seabirds?
Cátia Gouveia concluded
with a plea to the population in Madeira: “If someone finds a bird, approach
it carefully, cover the bird
with a coat or blanket and
place it in a cardboard box.
Leave it in a quiet place
and at night, release it in a
poorly lit area close to the
sea. If the bird is injured,
the Institute for Forests
and Nature Conservation
should be contacted”.

N

Paula Martins

potential product for Ugly Fruit, regardless
of being grown in an organic, integrated
or conventional production. However, and
given the environmentally responsible nature
of Ugly Fruit, they only work with local
farmers.
Customers can choose to buy either a large
or a small box. The first boxes, which range
from 3kg to 4kg and include 7 varieties, have
a price of €3.60, the large box costs €7.20
and contains between 6kg to 8kg. The boxes
are composed of fruits and vegetables that
might change weekly according to the time
of year and the offer of farmers in the region.
The project, stressed the representation of
the European Commission in Portugal, in
a press release, has reduced food waste by
more than 2300 tonnes, a value comparable
to the annual amount of food wasted by
13,000 people.
Ugly Fruit is available, for now, in Lisbon,
Almada, Cascais, Amadora, Porto, Matosinhos and Vila Nova de Gaia, but they may
expand to all areas the country in the future.

Loulé rubbish pick up
The protected areas of Loulé, Rocha da Pena and
Fonte Benémola, to mark the tenth anniversary of
their status, launched a campaign to raise awareness
among visitors about being more careful and valuing
the nature within the areas.

To celebrate the birthday of these two areas being declared
local Protected Landscapes, a symbolic action of environmental volunteering in Fonte Benémola to remove residues
along the pedestrian paths of this Protected Landscape, in
leisure parks and car parks, took place.
This area that is known in the Algarve for its vast diversity
of flora and fauna and, in the case of Rocha da Pena, an area
with a lot of geological value, there is an almost constant
influx of tourists and visitors all year round.
According to the councilman of Loulé Town Hall, Carlos
Carmo, these areas are well preserved and have supervision
at all times, such as a system that allows the Town Hall to
know on average how many people enter and the time they
spend there.
However, it is always good to remember and raise awareness among the people who visit us. That is why “during the
year, many activities are promoted with a view to protecting
these areas, before the pandemic we also invited students
from our schools to participate in these initiatives”, said the
councilor to The Portugal News.		
P.M.
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Marilyn Sheridan

I was pondering on books this morning, their value – not only monetarily, but as a learning tool, or even a
sign of wealth or knowledge.

I

n days gone by, only the wealthy could read, and a
whole wall of leather bound, gold embossed books
were usually some dull legal offerings or a complete
set of classics, indicating you were probably wealthy
and/or intelligent. Going back even further, books were
handmade, sometimes by monks, handwritten and heavily
illustrated.
Then came learning and the ability for everyone to read,
and books tended to be hard-backed, latterly with a paper
slip cover, and there was a distinct quiver of pleasure
in opening one for the first time knowing you were its
first reader, and once read, it was given pride of place on
the bookshelf. Cookery books are an example of books
in hard back form which have endured for being more
resistant against greasy fingers and dollops of dough.
With more leisure time came the paperback, making
access to reading for holiday enjoyment, for example,
easy - a stroll through the duty-free section of an airport
on route to some foreign beach prompted purchases of ‘3
for the price of 2’, the third maybe something you hadn’t
heard of before, but what the heck it’s free. Having been
read they would be discarded or brought home complete
with grains of sand stuck between the pages and a well
remembered coffee stain, which would evoke memories
of a good holiday. A shelf of well thumbed paperbacks
might indicate your intelligence, a wall full of pristine
books might indicate the means to purchase them but not
the will to read them. Paperbacks were chosen by their
brightly coloured covers or their gushing previews on the
back by well-meaning critics, aiming to entice you to buy.
Now we have the e-book, where a whole library can be
carried in one device. As a newcomer to Portugal years
ago I would wander aimlessly looking for books written in
my native language (English), haunting the second hand
book racks, looking for something I hadn’t read before
that wasn’t one of those ‘3 for the price of 2’ third books.

A shelf of well thumbed paperbacks might indicate your intelligence, a wall full of pristine books might indicate the means to
purchase them but not the will to read them.

Once my e-reader was bought I sighed in relief and could
browse the offerings, delighted at the books for 99p that
seemed to be everywhere, but often turned out to be
books by new authors who self-published in order to get a
foot in the door of the literary world.
But I wonder if we are losing something by the e-book,
rarely do we clasp a new book in two hands and flip the
pages for that delicious smell of paper, or admire the
numbering or scrolls at the top of the pages, or go back
and find things that we used as page markers (a sheet of

The review

soft toilet paper was one of my favourites). Now, we close
the e-reader, and when we open it again, the last page is
there, ready for us to read. The library in the back somewhere is a list of grey-looking images that I hardly noticed
when I ordered the book, having been enticed to buy by the
reviews, or conveniently graded on a sliding scale by previous
purchasers. Even with the titles, I sometimes find it hard to
remember even reading it.
Nevertheless, reading is a pleasure, and I will take it
whatever way it comes!

N

The Secret Women - Sheila Williams

Exciting Times - Naoise Dolan

Her debut novel, Dancing
on the Edge of the Roof, was
adapted into a movie. This
time Williams is back with
another page turning story.
The core of this book revolves
around female friendships.
This is the first time I have
read a book by this author
and I was pleasantly surprised.
Elise Armstrong, Carmen
Bradshaw, and DeeDee Davis meet in a yoga class. They
have different backgrounds
but they share recent grief.
All their mothers have recently passed away. The death
of their mothers is what
unites all three characters.
After they meet they
decide to help each other
pack and sort their mother’s
belongings. During this
process, they discover and
read old letters and diaries,

As debut novels go, Dolan
has managed to write a
delightful and smart book
perfect for readers who are
looking for a modern take on
a love story. This book was
released during lockdown
and I kept it on the backburner but it kept appearing
on bestseller lists so I decided
to finally stop looking and
start reading it.
‘Exciting Times’ revolves
around a millennial Irish
expat Ava who has arrived
from Dublin in Hong Kong
to teach English to wealthy
children. At the heart of this
story is a love triangle.
Her first love interest is
Julian an Oxford-educated
British banker in his late
20s. He lavishes gifts on
Ana, loves sex and talking
business. Julian seems aloof
about everything except his

and it becomes apparent that
their mothers all had secrets.
Moreover, the secrets have
an impact on their daughter’s
current lives.
They meet once a month
over margaritas and for
support.
This book is about the
bonds the three of them
form with each other and the
love and laughter that helps
them all through their issues.
This friendship helps them
understand the choices their
mothers made and also helps
them understand themselves.
This is a light and quick
read but don’t let that fool
you. The Secret Women is a
melancholic read in places
but ultimately brings joy at
the end.
Overall, this book is filled
with poignant life lessons
and pays tribute to the power

of family and friendship.
The characters are superbly
created and defined. Each
with a lot of love to give and
warmth to spread.
If you are looking to read
a book that is full of heart,
spirit and love, then this
book is recommended by this
reviewer for you.

job and a major hurdle exists.
He cannot say “I love you”
to Ava.
While Julian returns to
London for six months, Ava
meets Edith, a corporate
lawyer from a wealthy Hong
Kong family. She is powerful
and determined. Ava is very
drawn to her.
As with every love triangle
Ava will need to make a
choice. As Julian’s return to
Hong Kong is imminent,
Ava is torn between an
unchallenging life with Julian
or the scary unknown with
Edith.
Dolan’s writing is rich
in dialogue and humour.
Furthermore she writes in
an uncomplicated manner
which makes the book an
easy read and page turner.
The main character’s Ava´s
voice shines through and we

Sandra Pereira

are able to feel her uncertainties, expectations and angst.
Most of these conversations
take place in her head.
If you enjoyed the recent
Conversations with Friends
by Sally Rooney you will
enjoy this debut offering by
Dolan. It will be interesting
to see what she has in store
for her next book.
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Going Green

Green Section

brought to you by

Green Trivia
•

The cork oak was made the national tree of
Portugal

•

Portugal is responsible for over 50% of all cork
production globally

•

Did you know Sao Bras de Alportel was the
centre of the producing industry

•

There used to be 80 factories but now only 10
remain

•

Debarking can only be done when temperatures
are over 35 degrees

•

More than 200,000 tonnes are produced worldwide per year

•

The special Portuguese ecosystem is known as
the montado

•

The montado retains around 6 tons of CO2 per
hectare, per year

Why not plant one so your children and grandchildren
can enjoy it…

News “Cork”
Renewable
World

It’s week eight of The Portugal News’ “Going Green”
series…
… As a responsible thriving renewables company,
we’re increasing efforts in awareness. Not just for
our solutions, but the local and regional Algarve
environment.
We focus on Cork Oak Forests… there aren’t many areas
where Portugal is THE world leader, but cork is one of
them. And cork is almost a perfect “raw” product. These
forests make up one of the richest eco-systems in the world.
Alongside places like the African savannahs, the Amazon
and Borneo… which is important stuff.
They have a delicate balance and this ecosystem only exists
in the Mediterranean Basin. Trees grow from sea level up
to 500 metres. Not only this, more than 200 animal species
and over 130 different types of plants thrive in these ideal
conditions. Usefully cork oak forests act as a barrier against
fires, given their slow combustibility.
Portugal has some 737,000 hectares of oak forests out of
a total of 2.2 million in the Western Mediterranean Basin,
which 0.70 million hectares is across North Africa. This is a
region that provides the finest conditions in soil composition, temperature, water and altitude. Portugal has circa 34%
of the world’s area with Spain and Morocco with 27%, and
18% respectively. The forests have the capacity to absorb over
30 million tonnes of CO2 per year, importantly helping to
reduce greenhouse effects, which is the main cause of global
warming.

Next Week:
Fruticultores

WWW.CASAVERDE-INT.COM

In keeping with this weeks’ subject matter…

Cork is a raw product that can be obtained without cutting
down trees. It ticks the boxes for the 3 R’s of sustainability
– it’s renewable, recyclable and reusable. And cork trees have
good longevity, living for up to 200 years. During the tree’s
lifetime it can be stripped over 15 times. The first time after
25 years, then it needs 9 years to recover. By the third time
(another 9 years), the cork acquires a superior quality.
The cork extraction process (stripping) is highly specialised but does not damage the tree. Oddly it’s the only oak
tree whose bark regenerates after each stripping exercise. In
production, cork requires low energy usage. Uniquely, it is
the only raw material that guarantees the same performance
during the product’s lifetime.
Workers get paid handsomely. They need to know exactly
how to handle and work. The cork industry creates many
jobs. It helps stave desertification. Over 100,000 people
across the Mediterranean work directly and indirectly with
cork. A lot is at stake.
Fortunately the acumen of Portugal’s Amorim family was
able to keep cork relevant when cheap alternative seals hit
the market 20 years ago. The Company, Corticeira Amorim
wisely invested heavily, and diversified into new sectors (like
construction, aviation and rail) and expanded into luxury.
Next time you pull a cork from your favorite bottle of
wine, stop, savour and have a think…

•

https://www.equaltimes.org/portugal-pops-a-corkto-the?lang=en#.X33iaIftzIU

•

http://www.corkforest.org/cork-facts/

•

https://www.amorimcork.com/en/sustainability/sustainability-and-the-cork-oak-forest/

•

https://www.the-forest-time.com/en/guides-despays-et-regions/portugal/wind-and-photovoltaics-in-portugal-5cbebcf16

•

https://www.workaway.info/en/host/948271897953

•

https://treadandbutter.com/pages/sustainability

Want to comment – great, contact us here: thegreentrail@
casaverde-int.com but don’t “pop your cork!”
Check in again next week for the ninth article in the
“Going Green” series…
… this focuses on the Orange Growers.
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Aphrodite’s jewel grenades
They say that the early bird catches the worm, but they
don’t tell you that they also - eat the pomegranate.

T

he pomegranate
trees with their
beautiful light
green leaves give
a lovely contrast against the
darker greens that are more
common across the Algarve.
But also, they have been busy
growing their bright red fruits
for months now and they are
finally ready to eat. But as you
reach up eagerly to pluck one
from the tree you will, more
often than not, find that the
other side has already been
gouged out by a bird.
Now, I’m not saying they
shouldn’t eat them, there’s
enough to go around, but as
they are not only packed with
serious deliciousness, but also
with no end of health benefits
- we should really try and get
up earlier and get in on the
action too.
Pomegranates really are some
of nature’s most closely guarded treasures.
Quite literally. First off you
need to pick them off the
tree. Not always easy as the
branches are full of spikes,
and shaking them off like
alfarrobas or almonds doesn’t
work. Unless you have
somebody underneath who’s a
really, really good catch - they
are bound to explode on the
floor.
I find this interesting as the
name pomegranate comes
originally from the medieval
Latin ‘pōmum’ meaning apple
and ‘grānātum’ seeded, but
the French went on to call

them ‘pomme grenade’, which
in turn gave its name to the
military hand grenade. I
thought that this was perhaps
something to do with the fact
that the tip or crown of the
pomegranate points out a bit
and looks like the pin you
remove out of the top of the
grenade. It is a little bit, but
it’s more to do with the inside.
Apparently the inside of a
grenade is packed with lots of
little pieces of shrapnel that
look very similar to the seeds
packed inside a pomegranate.
If only grenades just exploded
with red pomegranate juice.
Sure, it’s a tough stain to get
out of your clothes, but the
world would be a better place.
But back to picking them. If
you do manage to get your
hands on a nice juicy red
pomegranate, without getting
scratched by the tree or the
grenade exploding, it’s on to
the next security system. They
are surrounded by a leathery red rind that is almost
impenetrable without a good
beak like the birds have
(although it should be said
that the birds do have some
help - if the pomegranates get
wet while they are ripening
they have a tendency to split
open themselves). Your teeth
and fingernails just won’t cut
it (literally) and you can either
wait until you get home, or if
you are desperate (and willing
to forgo finesse) maybe try
and find a sharp rock.
But it’s worth the time and

Pomegranates have been proven to increase blood flow.

effort. Once you’ve cracked
the safe, nature’s bright red
jewels come overflowing out.
You’ve hit the jackpot.
The red ‘arils’ (seeds) are so
tasty. However, a word of
warning, you want to be very
careful to avoid eating the
surrounding pith, just the
tiniest bit turns what should
be a delightful mouthful into
a bitter affair.
The pomegranate tree originated in the Eastern Mediterranean and in the Himalayas,
and they have been cultivated
all over the Mediterranean,
in Asia and tropical parts of
Africa for centuries. Here
in Portugal (where they are
called ‘Romãs’) they are
mostly only found south of
the River Tejo.
They were cultivated by the
Phoenicians, Greeks and
Egyptians and are mentioned
frequently in theology books
as they have always been
believed to be a divine fruit.
They have long since been
known as a symbol of fertility. The Ancient Greeks for
example, put them under the
dominion of Aphrodite, as
they were believed to have
aphrodisiac properties.
What I was very amused
to discover is that all these
years later science is finally
proving the Greeks right.
Pomegranates have been
proven to increase blood
flow and help with erectile
dysfunction. They also lower
the oxidative stress levels

in the body, which is linked
with sperm dysfunction
and a decreased fertility in
women. This makes sense, as
the less stressed you are the
more likely it is your body
is going to work properly.
They also increase levels of
the sex hormone testosterone in both sexes. Perhaps,
unsurprisingly, these natural
little red pills have quite
often been described as a
‘natural viagra’.
But pomegranates don’t just
turn you into a sex God,
they also grant you many
other supernatural powers. Just for starters they
are great for your immune
system as they are rich in
vitamin C, potassium, and
they have high levels of antioxidants called polyphenols. Pomegranate juice is
said to have 3 times the
antioxidant activity of red
wine and green tea.
They also help reduce
inflammations in the body
and so can also help with
headaches, joint pain and
skin conditions. They also
thin your blood which
helps oxygen flow more
freely, which in turn has
been proven to help with
memory and exercise, and
help prevent cardiovascular
diseases.
They are also said to make your
skin glow. Another god-like
property no doubt bestowed
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Pomegranates really are some of nature’s most closely
guarded treasures.

upon them by Aphrodite.
Those polyphenols protect
your cells from what’s
known as ‘free radicals’
that are responsible for
premature aging. If you were
hoping to discover the elixir
of youth, I’d say that pomegranates are almost certainly
on the list of ingredients.
There’s plenty of pomegranate juices in the shops and,
as long as they aren’t full of
additives, they are quite good
for you too. However, as is the
case with all juices, you lose
the fibre you get from eating
the fruit whole. Pomegranates
have a good dose of fibre that
helps keep your digestive
system in motion and prevent

bloating and constipation. It
also helps you feel full, and
so pomegranates are said to
also aid in weight loss. Feels
like cheating doesn’t it? Lose
weight by gorging on natural
sweeties.
Pomegranates are one of the
healthiest fruits on earth. The
ancients have always known
that they are a gift from the
gods - and they are growing
on trees around you, now!
Find yourself one that’s a
beautiful deep red (before
the birds do), crack open
the safe and sprinkle your
treasure on your salads, or
maybe even put them in
some Greek yogurt.
Aphrodite would approve.
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Gardening Section

Houseplants looking tired? They
may need repotting…
Houseplant expert Claire Bishop offers a step-by-step guide on how to boost your houseplants by repotting them.

C

laire Bishop,
houseplant buyer
for Dobbies
Garden Centres,
who is championing the
#KeepBritainGrowing
campaign by the
Horticultural Trades
Association, says all your
indoor plants will need
regular repotting.
“Whether you have an air
purifying sansevieria on
your bedside table, or your
own indoor jungle with
plants trailing over shelves
and bold leafy greens taking
pride of place in every room,
even the lowest maintenance
plants require a repot –

either annually or at least
every two years – to keep
them looking their best for
years to come,” she explains.
Here she answers all our
questions about repotting.
How do you know if your
houseplant needs repotting?
“If the plant simply looks
like it is too big for its pot,
it may be time,” Bishop
explains. “As a general
rule of thumb, it is best to
gradually increase pot sizes,
so doing this as an annual
job will encourage steady
growth.”
Other telltale signs are
when the roots are growing
out of the drainage holes,

water is sitting on the top
and not absorbing, the soil
is dried out or looks like it is
disintegrating, or simply that
it has been years since you
repotted it.
So, how do you repot a plant?
Bishop offers the following
step-by-step guide:
1. Remove plant from current pot
Turn your new plant sideways,
hold it gently by the stems or
leaves, and tap the bottom of
its current pot until the plant
slides out. You might need
to give it a bit of help with a
couple of gentle tugs on the
base of the stems.
2. Loosen the roots
Loosen the plant’s roots
gently with your hands. You
can prune off any threadlike
roots that are extra-long,
just make sure to leave the
thicker roots at the base of
the foliage.
If your plant is root bound
– the roots are growing in
very tight circles around the
base of the plant – unbind
the roots as best you can and

give them a trim. For plants
that are rootbound, make
sure the new container is
roughly 2 to 4 inches bigger
in diameter, so it has space
for new root growth.
3. Remove old potting mix
Remove about one third
or more of the potting mix
surrounding the plant. As
it grew, your plant removed
some of the nutrients in
the current mix, so you will
want to give it fresh mix if
you are potting it anyway.
4. Add new potting mix
Pour a layer of fresh
potting soil into the new
planter and pack it down,
removing any air pockets.
If your new planter doesn’t
have a drainage hole, layer
the bottom grit or similar
drainage material before
adding the potting mix.
The goal is to create crevices for the extra water to

pool into, away from your
plant’s roots.
5. Carefully replace the
plant
Set the plant that you removed from the pot on top
of the fresh layer of mix in
the new planter, making sure
it’s sitting in the centre, then
add potting mix around the
plant until it is secure. Be
sure not to pack too much
soil into the planter, as you
want the roots to be able to
breathe.
6. Water and enjoy
Even out the potting soil on
top, water well, and enjoy
watching your houseplant
grow and thrive in its roomier container.
Are all houseplants easy to
repot?
“There aren’t any plants that
are difficult to repot other
than cacti but that’s mainly
due to the spines, so wear

thick gloves when repotting them,” Bishop advises.
Plants which are easy to
repot include the peace lily
(spathiphyllum), cheese
plant (monstera), prayer
plant (calathea) and snake
plant (sansevieria).
How can I prevent transplant
shock when I repot?
Plants can suffer from transplant shock after repotting
which can kill the plant, but
there are ways to deal with
this, Bishop says.
Firstly, make sure the new
pot has sufficient drainage
holes, then place the plant in
exactly the same spot it used
to inhabit, so that it gets the
same temperature and light
conditions it had before.
Give the plant a dose of
water-soluble, all-purpose
plant food and nip off all dead
leaves and stem ends to make
room for new parts to grow.
PA /TPN
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An easy guide to setting
up a smart home
Unless you’ve been living under a rock, you’ll know smart devices are redefining
our homes.

A

nd, as long
as you have
strong internet
coverage, it’s
time to reset the spaces
we live in – which will
ultimately make life easier.
But at first glance, this
can be daunting to the
technophobes among us.
“Knowing where to start
can be the hardest part,
but with a little guidance,
anyone can do it,” says
Matthew Currington,
technical director at The
Lighting Superstore.
To help, Currington has
put together an easy guide
to creating your very own
smart home…
First things first, you
need strong Wi-Fi
All smart devices will
be affected by the internet
coverage in your house, so
the first thing to do is to
ensure your home has a
strong Wi-Fi connection.
Choose a smart home
assistant
A virtual assistant is the
natural first step in creating
a smart home. With a
vast range available on the
market, you can select one
that meets your individual
needs.
Each product has its own
benefits. From informing
you on the weather and
blasting out music on
demand, to more advanced
settings such as controlling
the lighting and heating.
If this isn’t enough to sell
you on the prospect of a
virtual assistant, the products can monitor your work
commute, keeping you up
to date with any changes,
audibly run through recipes
with you step by step and
finally create, edit and remind you of events on your
calendar.
The assistants listen to
your instructions on command and can be set up
to operate many elements
around the home.
Plug in a smart plug
Setting up a smart home
on a budget is easily done
and all you need is smart

Smart lighting is much more energy efficient and can save you money.

plugs. They can turn your
regular appliances into smart
devices without completely
re-wiring your home or buying brand new appliances.
You can then also connect
your smart plug to your
smart speaker, so you can
control your appliances with
voice commands. This is a
good way of trying-beforeyou-buy, before taking the
plunge and swapping to
completely savvy products.
Smart locks that work
with alarms and doorbells
are a safe bet
Setting up smart security
and safety features in the
home can seem overwhelming, but can – in the
end – make your life easier.
Smart locks can reduce
the worry of forgetting
your key with some models
allowing you to operate the
lock remotely through an
app.
The pairing of a smart
lock and video doorbell
allows you to not only
feel safer in the home, but
also know who is at your
door and talk to them in
real-time, wherever you are.
They alert homeowners
on their phone via an app
where video surveillance
and recordings can be
found, as well as working
much like a traditional
doorbell.
Smart lighting is much
more energy efficient and
can save you money
Smart lighting is not only
one of the most affordable

smart home features, but
they can also be quite easy
to set up. Their functions
range from scheduling your
lights to turn on or off
at specific times, and can
even make the house look
naturally occupied while
you’re away.
Once put in place, you
just need to connect them to
your smart phone via an app,
after that, you can control
the lights as and when you
see fit.
Most smart bulbs
consume less energy than
regular light bulbs, making
them more energy-efficient
and financially-friendly in
the long run.
Smart thermostats let
you control the heating via
the internet
Smart thermostats are
not only useful, but could
help you save an average of
31% on your heating costs.
Easy to operate, the device
establishes a schedule for
the home’s temperature,
according to when you and
your family will need it.
On top of your cost
monitoring, the product
detects when you and your
family are home, so if you
forget to turn off the heating, have no fear, your smart
thermostat has your back.
Smart garden technology
can water your plants and
mow the lawn, even when
you’re away
For those of us lucky
enough to have a large garden, it can be time consum-

ing to manage. Grass and
plants can be fickle if not
given enough TLC, so smart
sprinklers can be extremely
helpful for those with a lot
of square footage to cover.
For those with an even
bigger budget, the smart
lawn mower is a new,
exciting gadget that could
halve your gardening routine. You’ll never need to
worry about out-of-control lawns, as these robots
self-operate and keep your
garden constantly trim. If
you want to, however, you
can control them from
your phone and track them
through its GPS.
PA / TPN
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Bringing pets and owners together
A lot of people see their pets as part of their family, so when they cannot go to a restaurant, a coffee shop, or
even a hotel, with their pets, many often choose not to go.

Customers can visit the coffee shop accompanied by their pets.

T

and hotels the entire
environment is prepared to
receive pets and give the
best conditions. They aren’t
only allowed to enter, they
are welcomed.

The Booted Eagle is the
smallest of the European
eagles, being little larger
than a Common Buzzard.
It is a widespread summer
visitor to Iberia, breeding in
open woodland throughout
Portugal apart from in

the north-west and the
extreme south-west. A
few birds overwinter in
the Algarve and the Tagus
and Sado river systems
but most return to Africa
in the autumn. Satellite
tracking has revealed that

his need for pet
owners has led
to the creation of
the pet friendly
concept, which means that
inside cafes, restaurants

In June 2018, a law came
into force that allows pets
to enter in public spaces,
shopping centres and coffee shops and restaurants.
However, after two years,
it is only in big cities that
we can find places to go
with our best, four legged
friends.
Another approach that is
growing on the pet lovers’
world market is The Cat
Café concept, a concept
that already exists in
other countries around the
world with the first having
opened in Taiwan and Japan being the most popular
country for its diverse pet
cafes.
Also in Coimbra, we
can drink a coffee while
we give some affection to
rescue cats. “The Cat Cafe
Pet&Tea” which is a coffee
shop with a special concept: a room with rescue
cats and the costumers can
play with them and perhaps even adopt one.
The cats that live inside
the coffee shop have a

private room prepared,
where costumers are
allowed to enter and play
with them. “Our cats love
being petted”, said the
manager, Mariana Pereira.
Also adding that, despite
the excellent adhesion the
coffee shop had since it
opened its doors in 2016,
the manager feels that with
the pandemic situation
the number of visitors has
decreased significantly “like
in other businesses”, she
said.
The manager, Mariana
Pereira told The Portugal
News that her customers
choose the experience they
want and they are not
forced to coexist with the
animals unless they wish,
However, she guarantees
that cats always attract
people. “They go to the
window themselves to call
people in because they
love the human attention”.
According to Mariana
Pereira, customers can
also visit the coffee shop
accompanied by their pets,

provided they are properly
packed in a carrier or secured by leash, all animals
are welcome.
Going to the south
of Portugal, we find the
Hotel Casino Sol Verde
in Praia da Rocha, which
many years ago chose to
adhere to the Pet Friendly concept, recognising
the relevance of being
prepared to receive pets.
“Guests don’t want to
leave them at home, they
want to find an accommodation that welcomes
them with open doors,”
said Ricardo Correia, Sales
Manager at Hotel Algarve
Casino.
The Sales Manager told
The Portugal News all
the rules about the pet
reception in his hotel.
“The Hotel accepts pets
up to 10kg per room, the
room has to have a balcony
and an additional charge is
made for the pet” he said.
And in order to guarantee that other guests feel
comfortable owners are

N
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not allowed to bring pets
to public areas such as restaurants, pubs and pools.
Ricardo Correira knows
that the Pet Friendly market is a growing market,
however, he recognizes
the importance of keeping
some rules to guarantee
all guests are welcomed,
whether accompanied by
animals or not, particularly
in terms of hygiene and
cleaning of spaces.
PETS FOR ADOPTION

BEN is a lovely, beagle mix
that loves food, naps, cuddle
time, walks and other dogs.
He is medium-sized and
7-years-old. Please email
cadelacarlota.comp@gmail.
com to meet our sweet Ben
(Lagos).

Have you seen? - Booted Eagle Aquila pennata
Iberian birds all go to West
Africa, from Mauretania to
Nigeria.
Like most large raptors
reliant on thermals to gain
height, Booted Eagles are
averse to long sea crossings.
Their migration results in
large concentrations at the
principal crossing point,
the Straits of Gibraltar, but
numbers also congregate in
the Cape St. Vincent area
before aborting at ‘land’s
end’ and heading back to
the east. Flocks of thirty or
forty are not unusual here
in September/October. The
return passage in spring is
less evident but I did see a
flock of almost thirty near
Burgau in late March this
year, which had probably
made the direct crossing
from Morocco.
Confusingly, the Booted
Eagle comes in two colour
forms. The commoner pale
phase (pictured) is one of
the easiest large birds of prey
to identify, with its unique
black-and-white underwing
pattern. The uniform
brown dark phase is trickier

and could be confused
with Black Kite, Honey
Buzzard, Marsh Harrier or
a juvenile Bonelli’s Eagle.
Familiarity with the wing
shape, tail length and flight
modes helps!
Doves are a favourite prey
of Booted Eagle, which is
a swift and agile hunter.
In towns and villages they
may even be snatched from
rooftops. Mammals up
to the size of rabbits are
also taken, as well as large
lizards. Their versatility
is the foundation
for their success in a
competitive and changing
environment. Iberian
populations have increased,

to perhaps around a
thousand pairs in Portugal.
Global warming may be
partly responsible for recent
northerly extensions of range.
The species is the most
vocal of the eagles in the
breeding season. A shrill
but melodious ‘kli-kli-kli is
the most commonly used
call but several ‘variations
on a theme’ are delivered
during elaborate sky-dance
song flights. Their nests are
almost always high up in a
tree and are often reused in
successive years. The sites
are defended aggressively
against intruders.

CASTANHA (4) is a lovely
big medium-sized Estrela
Mountain dog mix. She
adores to be cuddled and
brushed and would love to
be an only dog. Please email
cadelacarlota.comp@gmail.
com to meet her.

Alan Vittery

The Booted Eagle is the smallest of the European eagles.

Brothers FOFINHO
and PUMPUM are about
5-months-old. They are
already vaccinated and
castrated. They would be
very happy to be adopted
together by a nice forever
family. Call Corinna on 918
552 788 or send an email
at ccc.carvoeirocatcharity@
gmail.com
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Struggling to sleep? 4 foods to eat for a better
night’s kip
What you choose to snack on before bedtime can play a big role in how well you slumber.

R

esearch suggests that half
of us are now struggling
to drift off at night.
A study by King’s
College London and Ipsos Mori
published in June, found that 50%
of the 2,254 people interviewed
said their sleep was more disturbed
than usual, and this rose to 62%
among those who said they were
certain or very likely to face financial difficulties because of disruption caused by Covid-19.
Whether you’re tossing and turning because of money worries, fears
about the health of loved ones or
simply because you are out of sync
from your usual routine, experts say
that tweaking your diet can help

set you up for a better night’s rest.
Try adding these sleep-supporting
foods to your shopping list.
1. Nuts
Crunchy nuts like almonds,
walnuts, pistachios, and cashews
are thought to boost sleep quality,
as they contain melatonin, the
natural hormone which signals
your body that it’s time to sleep. As
well as being high in protein, fibre
and essential fats, these hardy nut
varieties also contain essential sleep
supporting minerals like magnesium and zinc.
“Studies show that eating a handful
of nuts a day can increase levels of
serotonin, a hormone that makes
us feel happier too,” adds nutritionist Anita Bean.
2. Turkey
Christmas wouldn’t be complete
without a turkey, but there are
plenty of reasons to tuck into
the festive meat all year round.
Turkey and other protein-rich
poultry contain lots of amino
acids, including sleep-inducing
tryptophan.
“Tryptophan is really important

for sleep, as it’s used in the brain
to synthesise the sleep hormone
melatonin,” explains Healthspan
nutritionist Rob Hobson.
Hobson says that because we can’t
make tryptophan in our bodies,
we have to obtain it from our diets
instead. As well as turkey, he advises
that you can also find tryptophan in
soy, seeds, oily fish, beans and pulses.
3. Pasta
There’s a reason why most of us feel
ready for bed after gorging on a large
bowl of spaghetti. It turns out that
carbohydrates support the uptake of
tryptophan in the brain, helping to
promote that sleepy, calming effect
that eases us into dreamland.
“If you’re struggling with restless
nights, I’d recommend eating an
evening meal that contains carbohydrates such as pasta or rice, as this
helps with the uptake of tryptophan
into the brain,” says psychologist Dr
Meg Arroll.
4. Camomile
Many people like to sip on a hot
drink before they go to bed, but
drinking anything high in caffeine is
likely to keep you awake for longer.

Instead, Hobson suggests opting
for a cup of calming camomile.
Camomile is thought to be
the perfect bedtime brew as it
contains a compound called apigenin, which works on the brain
receptors to help to initiate sleep.
One 2016 study, which looked at

the sleep behaviour of new mothers, found that participants who
drank chamomile tea every day for
two weeks slept better than those
who didn’t. Plus, they had fewer
symptoms of depression too.
PA -TPN
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What is muscle memory?
The concept could help you to get fitter faster if you’ve taken some time off from exercise lately.

H

as it been a while since your last workout?
Don’t sweat it. Thanks to a lesser-known fitness
phenomenon called ‘muscle memory’, your former
fit self might not be too many burpees away.

The idea is that once you’ve learnt to build a certain amount
of strength and muscle, your body ‘remembers’ it, allowing
you to quickly bounce back into shape after a period of
neglecting your gym pass.
It explains why actors can put on a lot of weight for a role, only
to shed the pounds again quickly, and return to their usual
ripped physique for their next role. Here, a personal trainer
reveals your secret weapon for staying for fit for life…
What is muscle memory?
First up, it’s worth noting that muscle memory is a bit of a
misnomer, as the learning happens in your brain – not your
muscles.
“In simple terms, muscle memory is the neurological message
system between your muscles, joints, tendons and ligaments,”
says Marvin Burton, head of fitness at Anytime Fitness UK.
While your muscles themselves can’t actually remember
information, Burton explains that our biceps and other muscles
contain neurons that are attached to the nervous system, which
are connected to motor learning.
Whether it’s a squat or push up, any movement of the body
relies on the brain, and repeating an exercise enough times
triggers patterns in the brain regions responsible for your motor
skills.
“Muscle memory is essentially created through repetition,” says
Burton. “If a movement is repeated consistently over time, it can
be performed with less effort and more efficiency.”
As well as fitness-based activities such as cycling or running,
muscle memory is applicable to everyday tasks, such as driving
or even typing on your keyboard at work.
How can understanding muscle memory help you see better
results at the gym?
Muscle memory isn’t just your body learning a task; it’s also
learning how to repair and rebuild tissue more rapidly, says
Burton.
“Muscle memory is improved by moving through the same
patterns on a consistent basis,” he continues. “Understanding
how this works is incredibly useful for your physical activity,
as it allows you to learn the strengths and weaknesses of your
body, and improve your overall health.”
Repeating the same exercises means these actions can be
performed faster, more smoothly and more accurately – it’s
essentially why even after 10 years of not riding a bike, you
can still remember how to do it.
Burton continues: “While repetition and allowing your body

to become familiar with certain movements is important, it’s
even more significant for you to create new patterns which
will allow you to further improve your health and fitness
levels.
“In simple terms, use your knowledge of muscle memory to
train in varied ways, try new things and apply progressive overload.” A couple of ideas could be switching up your usual run
for a pilates class or your weights session for boxing.
“New movements and workouts will undoubtedly feel challenging at first, but don’t be tempted to give up; the more you train
that movement, the more your body becomes familiar with it.
As well as improving your muscle memory, you’ll see yourself
able to increase weight, range of motion and repetitions.”
There’s a raft of other benefits to having a go at new classes and
disciplines too. “You’ll find a person with varied muscle memory
will reduce their chances of injury, increase their joint strength,
have faster reaction times and quicker recovery times, with less
delayed onset muscle soreness (DOMS),” says Burton.
How can you regain muscle strength if you’ve been skipping
your workouts?
“Many people will have unfortunately found themselves in
this position, due to the enforced closures of gyms, but don’t be
disheartened – thanks to your muscle memory, it won’t take as
long as you think to return to your previous levels of strength,”
says Burton.
Initially, he suggests focusing on compound exercises, which are
movements that work out multiple muscle groups. According to
Burton, these give you the greatest return.
Examples of good compound exercises include deadlifts,
squats and push-ups. “These movements utilise lots of different
muscles at once, which can help muscle memory and strength
return quicker.”
“You can also increase strength by adding isometric exercises, to increase the time under tension for your muscles,”
he continues. Popular examples are planks, wall sits and
deep squats. “If you’re returning to the gym, try to follow a
structured programme which focuses on primary movement
patterns, like push, pull, rotation, press, squat, lunge and
carrying movements.”
Above all, ensure you’ve re-established the basics before you
give in to temptation to lift heavy. Too much, too soon can
result in injury, says Burton, so you should start with higher
repetitions and mix in some bodyweight training to lay the
foundations.
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Exclusive Sale - 2 Bedroom Top Floor Apartment
Located in a very well kept condominium you
find this bright and spacious 2 bedroom top floor
apartment.
The elevator brings you to the
entrance of the apartment, where
we find a bright living room with
double glazed patio doors onto
the balcony, perfect for enjoying
breakfast in the morning sun
and with views up to the Marina
of Lagos. All amenities such as
shops, restaurants, terraces, bars,
the Marina and even the beach
are in walking distance.
The 2 bedrooms are generous
and the master bedroom has
patio doors onto the balcony.
Both bedrooms have built in
wardrobes. There is a large, fully
fitted and equipped kitchen with

plenty of storage space and with
an island where family time can
be enjoyed with a nice drink and/
or food.
The 2 bathrooms complete the
picture.
A perfect property for
permanent living, holidays and/
or great rental investment.
Interested? We are happy
to take the time for you and
we would love to show you
the property with maximum 2
people.
If a physical appointment is
not convenient, contact us for the
digital options.

PRICE: 249.000€ · LOCATION: LAGOS · REF: AB0175

Telephone:
+351 282 044 886

Email:
info@abacoz-properties.com

Website:
www.abacoz-properties.com
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Weddings

Letters to the Editor
Post Brexit

SIR, I read with interest Gwyn
Dyer’s article (TPN 23/10), noting
in particular his report of a senior
British diplomat saying “we’re getting used to being part of Johnson’s
pantomime”, a view which most outside and many inside the UK would
I believe share, as would be the case
with Dyer’s views “Johnson won the
election last December by saying he
could absolutely guarantee that he
would get a fantastic” FTA, “he is
playing chicken with an adversary
who is driving a very large truck (EU
population 450 million people, GDP
$16 trillion), while he is driving a
Mini (UK pop. 68 million, GDP
$2.8 trillion)” and “Britain would
suffer far more harm than the EU if
there is no trade deal”.
Time Johnson recognised EU
negotiators can only agree terms
in compliance with EU Treaties,
Article 17 TEU obliges the Commission to “ensure the application”
of Treaties/EU law and MSs. have
associated obligations under Article
4 TEU, EU is a “Single Market” and
the primary purpose of WA is to
protect existing/exercised rights in
accordance with legal principles of
“legitimate expectation and assurance of legal certainty” and establish
a framework for a future relationship
post Brexit.
A Canada plus deal was not what
the UK sought when it negotiated
WA and any such deal would take
years to negotiate. It would involve
both tariffs and quotas, as existing
Canada deal does, with tariffs on
Meat and Poultry and a Quota on
Cheese.
Johnson told the UK electorate he

had “oven-ready” and all that is left
to do is “put it into the microwave”
following the general election, said it
was “a “fantastic moment” after he put
his name to the WA on 24 January
2020, but now he says he wants “a
fundamental change” and according
to his Secretary of State, proposes to
“break international law” and WA in
a “specific and limited way”.
I note his predecessor, Theresa
May, has questioned how the UK
government can “reassure future international partners that the UK can
be trusted” and others such as the
former President of UK Supreme
Court have serious concerns about
his actions/legislation saying “Once
you deprive people of the right to go
to court to challenge the government, you are in a dictatorship”.
EU CITIZEN, By email

C19 Awareness

SIR, Despite the C19-restrictions in my home northern European country I decided to take my
chances, once again, and over-winter in Lagos this winter.
I was amazed and pleased that
the C19 awareness around Lagos
is relatively casual, especially when
I reflect on the rising hysteria in
other European countries, all with
apparently rising infection rates. I
don’t knew if it’s law, encouragement or suggestion but the only
obvious sign of it here is people
have to wear masks indoors - full
stop. When I myself forget to do
so indoors people politely point to
their face and I get the message.
The science is not conclusive on
the merits or demerits of masks but
I feel - just as wearing a uniform

signifies authority - wearing masks
signifies caution and danger...and
that’s a good thing!
A few days ago, however, I was in
a small branch of a big supermarket
chain (Intermarché) and was in a
queue of 23 shoppers, all masked
and queueing for one checkout and
the only social distancing was about
12” apart. The C19 signage was
everywhere but implimentation was
non-existant!
I complained to the police and
health authorities but felt the
responses ranged from “We’ll look
into it” to “It’s up to the Intermarché
management to take precautions!!!”
However, there is queueing outside
some shops etc to prevent overcrowding. We non-Europeans realise that
tourism is valued so much in this
country that anything - like C19
regulations and rules - that annoys
tourists is frowned on. There’s a huge
park nearby specifically for motorhomes (great shoppers) but right now
it is.....empty. No northern Europeans, nobody! The biggest source of
over-wintering tourism here would
normally be the UK but between
C19 and Brexit, that’s down 40%.
Only suggestion should be
that queues be controlled outside
high-volume shoppers.
JAMES, By email

Contacting SEF

SIR, Boa tarde! With reference
to your glorious letters page:
I finally managed to get an
appointment at SEF, Portimão, by
asking for help at Lagos Câmara.
They contacted them on my behalf.
Hope this helps.
LEELA by email

The opinions expressed here are those of our readers and not necessarily
of The Portugal News. The Editor reserves the right to edit letters or
refuse publication. Send your letters, which must include your name
and full postal address and should preferably be under 300 words, to:
The Portugal News, Apartado 13, 8401-901 Lagoa.
Email: letters@theportugalnews.com

N

Re; Home from
Home

SIR, I refer to your lead article
this week referring to legal long stay
options on the Algarve. I do think
that the article should have referred
to the fact that, from 1st January
2021, as third country nationals the
longest UK visitors can stay legally
in Portugal or anywhere else in the
Schengen zone is 90 days in any
180 day period. Periods of up to 90
days are defined as short, not long
stay so I believe some may find the
article misleading.
WENDY, Pata de Baixo

The Price of
Airbnb?

Sir,I refer to the article on page
8 of The Portugal News dated 24th
October 2020 - Airbnb hosts to a
pay more, guests to pay less.
I have tried to telephone your offices via the contact numbers - but
without success hence this email.
Just over a year ago we purchased
a property in the semi rural, residential area of alto dos Montinhos.
The original footprint of the house
included the swimming pool and an
ornamental garden pond.
On the day our furniture was delivered from England the husband
of one of our direct neighbours
presented us with a letter in English
and French. The contents of the
letter requested we dispose of the
frogs in the pond. They were ap-

parently disturbing the neighbours
Airbnb clients. and their croaking
was reported on the Airbnb website.
We took no action. As far as a
claim to residency was concerned
that was in the frogs favour. Frogs
had inhabited the pond for some
20 years and were a local feature for
those using the pedestrian walkaway adjacent or our home whereas,
we understand, the neighbours had
barely been in residence for two or
so years.
Some months ago we noticed
there were no signs of the frogs. Putting this down to the colder months
it was not until a local gardener said
“your frogs are dead aren’t they?”
When asked how he knew he said
he had seen the neighbour lean over
our wall and “throw white balls into
the pond”. The frogs never returned.
We decided to empty the pond,
clean it out, set up a solar operated
fountain and re-stock it with frogs.
During the cleaning process
some 48 mothballs were removed
from the bottom of the pond. We
consulted our solicitor regarding
the facts and witness statement.
We were told any action could be
expensive and advised us against
pursuing that course.
Our final decision has been to
fill in the pond - we could not face
the prospect of these delightful
creatures losing their lives purely
for the sake of commercial gain
which leads me to ask - What Price
Airbnb?
PENNY JONES, by Email
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SATURDAY 31/10/20

BBC One
06.00
10.00
11.30
12.00
13.00
13.15
13.45
16.30
17.20
17.40
18.10
19.15
21.00
22.25
22.45
23.45
00.35
02.20
02.25

Breakfast.
Saturday Kitchen Live.
Our Food, Our Family with Michela Chiappa.
Football Focus.
BBC News; Weather.
Bargain Hunt.
Live Six Nations Rugby Union.
Final Score.
BBC News; Weather.
Celebrity Mastermind.
Little Mix The Search.
Strictly Come Dancing.
Live Six Nations Rugby Union.
BBC News; Weather.
Match of the Day.
The NFL Show.
FILM: The Ring.
Weather for the Week Ahead.
BBC News.

BBC Two England
06.35
06.50
07.20
07.50
08.30
09.00
10.00
11.00
12.00
13.00
13.45
14.30
16.15
16.45
17.30
18.30
19.30
21.00
21.45
23.10
01.00

Wild & Weird.
All Over the Place: Asia.
Blue Peter: Spooky Spectacular.
The Amelia Gething Complex.
Deadly Dinosaurs with Steve Backshall.
Inventing the Impossible: The Big Life Fix.
Robot Wars.
World’s Sneakiest Animals.
Hairy Bikers’ Best of British.
Wanted Down Under.
Escape to the Country.
FILM: The Band Wagon.
Astaire and Rogers Sing the Great
American Songbook.
Flog It!
Michael Palin: Travels of a Lifetime.
Scotland from the Sky.
Live Six Nations Rugby Union.
QI XL.
FILM: Make Up.
FILM: Poltergeist.
FILM: Our Little Sister.

ITV London
06.00
07.30
07.35
07.55
08.10
08.30
09.05
09.25
09.30
11.40
12.45
13.45
13.55
16.00
19.00
19.10
19.15
20.00
21.00
22.00
22.30
23.30
23.50
00.45

CITV.
Scrambled!: Scrambled!
Scrambled!: The Tom and Jerry Show.
Scrambled!: Hotel Transylvania.
Scrambled!: Craig of the Creek.
Scrambled!: Scooby-Doo and Guess Who?
Scrambled!: Teen Titans Go!
ITV News.
James Martin’s Saturday Morning.
Ainsley’s Food We Love.
James Martin’s Great British Adventure.
ITV News and Weather; Weather.
FILM: Zookeeper.
Six Nations Live.
ITV News and Weather.
ITV News London; Weather.
Catchphrase.
The Chase Celebrity Special.
The Voice UK.
Spitting Image: US Election Special.
The Jonathan Ross Show.
ITV News and Weather; Weather.
Piers Morgan’s Life Stories.
Ideal World.

Channel 4
06.15
07.00
08.40
09.45
12.25
12.55
13.55
15.00
15.45
16.45
17.15
18.45
21.00
22.55
01.05

The Big Bang Theory.
The Simpsons.
Animal Airport.
Four in a Bed.
Extreme Cake Makers.
Heston’s Gothic Horror Feast.
The Great House Giveaway.
A Place in the Sun.
George Clarke’s Old House, New Home.
Channel 4 News.
Formula 1 Emilia Romagna Grand Prix
Qualifying Highlights.
FILM: The Second Best Exotic Marigold Hotel.
FILM: Blockers.
FILM: Whitney.
Ramsay’s Kitchen Nightmares USA.

BBC Four
19.00
20.00
21.00
22.25
23.25
01.25
02.25

Inside the Batcave.
Full Circle with Michael Palin.
DNA.
TOTP2: Halloween Special.
The Bridge.
Top of the Pops: 1990.
Inside the Batcave.

SUNDAY 01/11/20

BBC One
06.00
08.00
09.00
10.00
10.30
11.30
12.15
13.00
13.15
13.50
14.05
17.05
17.35
18.00
19.15
20.00
21.00
22.00
22.30
23.45
00.15
01.15
01.20

Breakfast.
Match of the Day.
The Andrew Marr Show.
Politics England.
Sunday Morning Live.
Wanted Down Under.
Homes Under the Hammer.
BBC News; Weather.
Songs of Praise.
Points of View.
Live Women’s FA Cup Football.
Garden Rescue.
BBC News; Weather.
Countryfile Ramble for BBC Children in Need.
Strictly Come Dancing: The Results.
Top Gear.
Roadkill.
BBC News; Weather.
Match of the Day 2.
Women’s Six Nations Highlights.
Ambulance.
Weather for the Week Ahead.
BBC News.

BBC Two England
06.20
07.05
08.00
09.00
09.30
10.00
11.30
12.30
13.15
14.15
14.45
17.00
18.00
19.00
20.00
21.00
23.00
00.15

A to Z of TV Gardening.
Countryfile.
Gardeners’ World.
Landward.
Beechgrove Repotted.
Saturday Kitchen Best Bites.
Hairy Bikers’ Best of British.
Best Bakes Ever.
Eat Well for Less?
Kenneth More: Talking Pictures.
FILM: Reach for the Sky.
Who Do You Think You Are?
Inside the Factory: Cereal.
Dragons’ Den.
Michael Palin: A Life on Screen.
FILM: Totally Under Control.
FILM: Beatriz at Dinner.
Heroes.

ITV London
06.00
07.30
08.30
09.25
09.30
10.00
11.55
12.55
13.55
14.00
16.00
16.30
17.30
18.00
19.00
20.00
21.00
22.30
22.50
00.00
00.50

CITV.
The Chase Celebrity Special.
Martin & Roman’s Sunday Best!
ITV News.
Countrywise: Guide to Britain.
Love Your Weekend with Alan Titchmarsh.
All Around Britain.
Love Your City Garden.
ITV News and Weather; Weather.
FILM: Nanny McPhee.
You’ve Been Framed!
The Chase.
ITV News and Weather.
5 Gold Rings.
Tipping Point: Lucky Stars.
Family Fortunes.
The Pride of Britain Awards 2020.
ITV News and Weather; Weather.
Muslim In Trump’s America.
Six Nations Highlights.
Ideal World.

Channel 4
06.15
07.40
09.30
12.30
13.30
14.50
18.00
18.30
21.00
22.00
23.00
23.40
01.20
02.15
03.05
04.00
04.55
05.50

The Big Bang Theory.
The Simpsons.
Sunday Brunch.
The Simpsons.
The Great British Bake Off.
FILM: Transformers: Age of Extinction.
Channel 4 News.
Formula 1 Emilia Romagna Highlights.
The Bridge.
American Nightmare: Trump’s Breadline Kids.
Random Acts.
FILM: Before I Go to Sleep.
The Last Leg.
Ramsay’s Kitchen Nightmares USA.
Nazi Treasure Hunters.
Vet on the Hill.
Fifteen to One.
Countdown.

BBC Four
19.00
20.00
21.00
22.20
00.05
01.50
02.50

The Story of Agriculture.
Climbing Blind.
Final Ascent: The Legend of Hamish
MacInnes.
FILM: Happy End
Dracula by Northern Ballet.
The Story of Agriculture.
Climbing Blind.

brought to you by

MONDAY 02/11/20

BBC One
09.15
10.00
11.00
11.45
12.15
13.00
13.30
13.45
14.15
15.00
15.45
16.30
17.15
18.00
18.30
19.00
19.35
20.05
20.30
21.00
22.00
22.30
22.45
23.15
23.45

Morning Live.
Homes Under the Hammer.
Defenders UK.
Close Calls: On Camera.
Bargain Hunt.
BBC News at One; Weather.
BBC Regional News and Weather.
Doctors.
Impossible.
Escape to the Perfect Town.
Money for Nothing.
The Bidding Room.
Pointless.
BBC News at Six; Weather.
BBC Regional News and Weather.
The One Show.
Is TikTok Safe? - Panorama.
EastEnders.
Would I Lie to You?
Who Do You Think You Are?
BBC News at Ten.
BBC Regional News and Weather; Weather.
Stand Up for Live Comedy.
Peter Kay’s Car Share Unscripted.
Have I Got a Bit More News for You.

BBC Two England
09.00
12.15
13.00
13.45
14.30
15.15
16.15
17.15
18.00
18.30
19.00
19.30
20.00
20.30
21.00
22.45
23.25

BBC News at 9.
Politics Live.
Decimate.
Holiday of My Lifetime with Len Goodman.
800 Words.
The Great British Sewing Bee.
Britain and the Sea.
Flog It!
Richard Osman’s House of Games.
Strictly: It Takes Two.
River Walks: The Nidd.
Mastermind.
Only Connect.
University Challenge.
FILM: The Children Act.
Newsnight.
Weather.

ITV London
09.00
10.00
12.30
13.30
14.00
15.00
15.59
16.00
17.00
18.00
19.00
19.30
20.00
20.30
21.00
22.00
22.45

Lorraine.
This Morning.
Loose Women.
ITV Lunchtime News; Weather.
Judge Rinder’s Crime Stories.
Tenable.
ITV London Weather.
Tipping Point.
The Chase.
ITV News London; Weather.
Emmerdale.
Coronation Street.
Coronation Street: Soapy Slip Ups.
Coronation Street.
Don’t Rock the Boat.
ITV News at Ten; Weather.
The Pride of Britain Awards 2020.

Channel 4
09.35
10.35
11.30
11.35
12.30
14.10
15.00
16.00
17.00
17.30
18.00
18.30
19.00
20.00
20.30
21.00
22.00
23.00

Frasier.
Undercover Boss USA.
Channel 4 News Summary.
Ramsay’s Kitchen Nightmares USA.
Steph’s Packed Lunch.
Countdown.
A Place in the Sun.
Escape to the Chateau: DIY.
Four in a Bed.
Come Dine with Me.
The Simpsons.
Hollyoaks.
Channel 4 News.
Britain’s Covid Job Crisis: Dispatches.
Food Unwrapped Investigates.
The Bridge.
Deliveroo: Secrets of Your Takeaway.
Gogglebox.

BBC Four
19.00
19.30
20.00
21.00
22.00
22.30
00.00
01.00
01.30
02.00
02.30

Fred Dibnah’s Magnificent Monuments.
The Joy of Painting.
Fake or Fortune?
In Search of Dracula with Mark Gatiss.
CripTales.
Lucy Worsley’s Fireworks for a Tudor Queen.
Fake or Fortune?
The Joy of Painting.
Fred Dibnah’s Magnificent Monuments.
CripTales.
In Search of Dracula with Mark Gatiss.

TUESDAY 03/11/20

BBC One
09.15
10.00
11.00
11.45
12.15
13.00
13.45
14.15
15.00
15.45
16.30
17.15
18.00
19.00
19.35
20.00
21.00
22.00
22.45
23.15
23.30

Morning Live.
Homes Under the Hammer.
Defenders UK.
Close Calls: On Camera.
Bargain Hunt.
BBC News at One; Weather.
Doctors.
Impossible.
Escape to the Perfect Town.
Money for Nothing.
The Bidding Room.
Pointless.
BBC News at Six; Weather.
The One Show.
EastEnders.
Children in Need: Got It Covered.
Life.
BBC News at Ten; Weather.
Catch Her If You Can.
Rent Like a Boss.
US Election 2020.

BBC Two England
09.00
12.15
13.00
13.45
14.30
15.15
16.15
17.15
18.00
18.30
19.00
20.00
21.00
22.00
22.30
22.45
23.25
23.30

BBC News at 9.
Politics Live.
The Super League Show.
Holiday of My Lifetime with Len
Goodman.
800 Words.
The Great British Sewing Bee.
Britain and the Sea.
Flog It!
Richard Osman’s House of Games.
Strictly: It Takes Two.
Celebrity Antiques Road Trip.
Autumnwatch.
Aung San Suu Kyi: The Fall of an Icon.
Out of Her Mind.
Mandy.
Newsnight.
Weather.
Travelling Blind.

ITV London
06.00
09.00
10.00
12.30
13.30
14.00
15.00
15.59
16.00
17.00
18.00
19.00
19.30
20.15
21.15
22.15
23.00

Good Morning Britain.
Lorraine.
This Morning.
Loose Women.
ITV Lunchtime News; Weather.
Judge Rinder’s Crime Stories.
Tenable.
ITV London Weather.
Tipping Point.
The Chase.
ITV News London; Weather.
Emmerdale.
Catchphrase.
Who Wants to Be a Millionaire?
Don’t Rock the Boat.
ITV News; Weather.
Trump Vs Biden: The Results.

Channel 4
06.30
07.10
08.05
09.35
10.35
11.30
11.35
12.30
14.10
15.00
16.00
17.00
17.30
18.00
18.30
19.00
20.00
21.15
22.15
23.20
00.20
02.10

Mike & Molly.
Cheers.
Everybody Loves Raymond.
Frasier.
Undercover Boss USA.
Channel 4 News Summary.
Ramsay’s Kitchen Nightmares USA.
Steph’s Packed Lunch.
Countdown.
A Place in the Sun.
Escape to the Chateau: DIY.
Four in a Bed.
Come Dine with Me.
The Simpsons.
Hollyoaks.
Channel 4 News.
The Great British Bake Off.
Educating Greater Manchester.
Alton Towers: A Rollercoaster Year.
Taskmaster.
The Bridge.
FILM: My Pure Land

BBC Four
19.00
19.30
20.00
21.00
22.00
00.00
01.25
01.55
02.25

Fred Dibnah’s Magnificent Monuments.
The Joy of Painting.
Vikings.
Blood of the Clans.
Leeds - United!: Play for Today.
DNA.
The Joy of Painting.
Fred Dibnah’s Magnificent Monuments.
Blood of the Clans.

TV Guide
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WEDNESDAY 04/11/20

BBC One
09.00
13.00
13.30
13.45
14.15
15.00
15.45
16.30
17.15
18.00
18.30
19.00
19.30
20.00
21.00
22.00
22.45

US Election 2020.
BBC News at One; Weather.
BBC Regional News and Weather.
Doctors.
Impossible.
Escape to the Perfect Town.
Money for Nothing.
The Bidding Room.
Pointless.
BBC News at Six; Weather.
BBC Regional News and Weather.
The One Show.
Still Open All Hours.
Children in Need: 40 Fabulous Years.
Ambulance.
BBC News at Ten.
The Rap Game UK.

BBC Two England
09.00
10.00
11.00
11.45
13.30
13.45
14.30
15.15
16.15
17.15
18.00
18.30
19.00
20.00
21.00
21.50
22.00

Wanted Down Under.
Homes Under the Hammer.
Bargain Hunt.
Politics Live.
The A to Z of TV Cooking.
Holiday of My Lifetime with Len Goodman.
800 Words.
The Great British Sewing Bee.
Big Cats About the House.
Flog It!
Richard Osman’s House of Games.
Strictly: It Takes Two.
Celebrity Antiques Road Trip.
Autumnwatch.
Harlots.
Rick Stein’s Long Weekends.
The Noughties: 2002.

ITV London
09.00
10.00
12.30
13.30
14.00
15.00
15.59
16.00
17.00
18.00
19.00
19.30
20.00
20.30
21.00
22.00

Lorraine.
This Morning.
Loose Women.
ITV Lunchtime News; Weather.
Judge Rinder’s Crime Stories.
Tenable.
ITV London Weather.
Tipping Point.
The Chase.
ITV News London; Weather.
Emmerdale.
Coronation Street.
Heathrow: Britain’s Busiest Airport.
Coronation Street.
Don’t Rock the Boat.
ITV News at Ten; Weather.

Channel 4
09.25
10.25
11.20
12.15
12.30
14.10
15.00
16.00
17.00
17.30
18.00
18.30
19.00
20.00
21.00
22.00

Frasier.
Undercover Boss USA.
Ramsay’s Kitchen Nightmares USA.
Channel 4 News Summary.
Steph’s Packed Lunch.
Countdown.
A Place in the Sun.
Escape to the Chateau: DIY.
Four in a Bed.
Come Dine with Me.
The Simpsons.
Hollyoaks.
Channel 4 News.
Autumn at Jimmy’s Farm.
Educating Greater Manchester.
First Dates.

BBC Four
19.00
19.30
20.00
21.00
22.00
22.30
23.30
00.50
01.20
01.50
02.20

Fred Dibnah’s Magnificent Monuments.
The Joy of Painting.
New York: America’s Busiest City.
The Disordered Eye.
CripTales.
Eugenics: Science’s Greatest Scandal.
Storyville: Notes on Blindness.
The Joy of Painting.
Fred Dibnah’s Magnificent Monuments.
CripTales.
The Disordered Eye.
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THURSDAY 05/11/20

BBC One
09.15
10.00
11.00
11.45
12.15
13.00
13.45
14.15
15.00
15.45
16.30
17.15
18.00
19.00
19.35
20.00
21.00
22.00

Morning Live.
Homes Under the Hammer.
Defenders UK.
Close Calls: On Camera.
Bargain Hunt.
BBC News at One; Weather.
Doctors.
Impossible.
Escape to the Perfect Town.
Money for Nothing.
The Bidding Room.
Pointless.
BBC News at Six; Weather.
The One Show.
EastEnders.
Eat Well for Less?
The Apprentice Best Bits.
BBC News at Ten; Weather.

BBC Two England
09.00
12.15
13.00
13.45
14.30
15.15
16.15
17.15
18.00
18.30
19.00
19.30
20.00
21.00
22.00

BBC News at 9.
Politics Live.
Decimate.
Holiday of My Lifetime with Len Goodman.
800 Words.
The Great British Sewing Bee.
Big Cats About the House.
Flog It!
Richard Osman’s House of Games.
Strictly: It Takes Two.
MOTDx.
Powering Britain.
Autumnwatch.
Being Frank: The Frank Gardner Story.
Mock the Week.

ITV London
09.00
10.00
12.30
13.30
14.00
15.00
15.59
16.00
17.00
18.00
19.00
19.30
20.00
20.30
21.00
22.00

21.00
22.00

09.15
10.00
11.00
11.45
12.15
13.00
13.45
14.15
15.00
15.45
16.30
17.15
18.00
19.00
19.35
20.05
20.30
21.00
21.30
22.00

Morning Live.
Homes Under the Hammer.
Defenders UK.
Close Calls: On Camera.
Bargain Hunt.
BBC News at One; Weather.
The Customer Is Always Right.
Impossible.
Escape to the Perfect Town.
Money for Nothing.
The Bidding Room.
Pointless.
BBC News at Six; Weather.
The One Show.
Garden Rescue.
EastEnders.
A Question of Sport.
Have I Got News for You.
The Royle Family.
BBC News at Ten; Weather.

BBC Two England
09.00
13.00
13.45
14.30
15.15
16.15
17.15
18.00
18.30
19.00
19.30
20.00
21.00
22.00

BBC News at 9.
Decimate.
Holiday of My Lifetime with Len Goodman.
800 Words.
The Great British Sewing Bee.
Big Cats About the House.
Flog It!
Richard Osman’s House of Games.
Strictly: It Takes Two.
Simply Nigella.
Between the Covers.
Autumnwatch.
Royal History’s Biggest Fibs with Lucy Worsley.
Later - with Jools Holland.

ITV London

Everybody Loves Raymond.
Frasier.
Undercover Boss USA.
Channel 4 News Summary.
Ramsay’s Kitchen Nightmares USA.
Steph’s Packed Lunch.
Countdown.
A Place in the Sun: Home or Away.
Escape to the Chateau: DIY.
Four in a Bed.
Come Dine with Me.
The Simpsons.
Hollyoaks.
Channel 4 News.
Ugly House to Lovely House with George
Clarke.
Taskmaster.
Maxxx.

Channel 4

BBC Four
19.00
19.30
20.00
22.00
22.30
23.30
00.30
01.30
02.30
03.00

BBC One

Lorraine.
This Morning.
Loose Women.
ITV Lunchtime News; Weather.
Judge Rinder’s Crime Stories.
Tenable.
ITV London Weather.
Tipping Point.
The Chase.
ITV News London; Weather.
Emmerdale.
House Prices: Is the Boom Real? Tonight.
Emmerdale.
The Martin Lewis Money Show: Live.
Don’t Rock the Boat.
ITV News at Ten; Weather.

Channel 4
09.05
09.35
10.35
11.30
11.35
12.30
14.10
15.00
16.00
17.00
17.30
18.00
18.30
19.00
20.00

FRIDAY 06/11/20

Fred Dibnah’s Magnificent Monuments.
The Joy of Painting.
FILM: The Band Wagon.
CripTales.
Eugenics: Science’s Greatest Scandal.
Blood of the Clans.
The Disordered Eye.
Screengrabbed: BBC Introducing Arts.
The Joy of Painting.
CripTales.

09.00
10.00
12.30
13.30
14.00
15.00
15.59
16.00
17.00
18.00
19.00
19.30
20.00
20.30
21.00
22.00
09.35
10.35
11.30
11.35
12.30
14.10
15.00
16.00
17.00
17.30
18.00
19.00
20.00
21.00
22.00

Lorraine.
This Morning.
Loose Women.
ITV Lunchtime News; Weather.
Judge Rinder’s Crime Stories.
Tenable.
ITV London Weather.
Tipping Point.
The Chase.
ITV News London; Weather.
Emmerdale.
Coronation Street.
Britain’s Best Walks with Julia Bradbury.
Coronation Street.
Don’t Rock the Boat.
ITV News at Ten; Weather.
Frasier.
Undercover Boss USA.
Channel 4 News Summary.
Ramsay’s Kitchen Nightmares USA.
Steph’s Packed Lunch.
Countdown.
A Place in the Sun.
Escape to the Chateau: DIY.
Four in a Bed.
Come Dine with Me.
The Simpsons.
Channel 4 News.
The Great British Bake Off: An Extra Slice.
Gogglebox.
The Last Leg: US Elegtion Special.

BBC Four
19.00
20.00
21.00
22.00
23.00
00.00
00.55
01.55
02.55

The Sound of Movie Musicals with Neil Brand.
Top of the Pops: 1990.
Punk/New Wave Years with Annie Nightingale.
More Punk & New Wave Compiled by
Annie Nightingale.
Annie Nightingale: Bird on the Wireless.
Old Grey Whistle Test: Police in the East.
Punk/New Wave Years with Annie Nightingale.
More Punk & New Wave Compiled by
Annie Nightingale.
The Sound of Movie Musicals with Neil
Brand.
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 Pick of the Week

Saturday 31 Oct
The Voice UK (ITV, 9pm)
It’s been a long
time coming,
but at last, the
talent contest is
returning to our
screens to complete the 2020
series – which began way back in
January. Meghan Trainor will appear
via video link from her LA home, with
her fellow judges Tom Jones, Olly Murs
and will.i.am appearing in person in the
studio. But before the semi-final and
final can take place, viewers are being
treated to a special programme featuring
profiles of the eight remaining singers.
The show’s been off our screens for six
months, so a reminder of who they are
and their performing prowess will probably be welcomed by many.

Sunday 1 Nov
The Pride of Britain Awards 2020
(ITV, 9pm)
It’s been a difficult
year for so many
of us, but one
thing that has
shone through
even the darkest
periods has been
the number of homegrown heroes we
have, folk who always go that extra
mile to help others less fortunate than
themselves. There are those who have
been doing it for years, while others
have stepped up during the coronavirus
pandemic – and several of them will be
receiving awards tonight. In fact, you
imagine the judges will have been faced
with more potential nominees than ever,
making it incredibly difficult to whittle
down the list to a manageable number.

Friday 6 Nov
Punk/New Wave Years with Annie Nightingale (BBC4, 9pm)
Veteran broadcaster Annie
Nightingale
has always been
something of a
pioneer. Not only
was she Radio 1’s
first female DJ, but she also introduced
a generation of listeners ¬- and Old
Grey Whistle Test viewers – to the
exciting new sounds of punk and new
wave. The music was hard to find on
mainstream TV then, but Annie found
a way to give it a platform. In this
programme, she opens up the archives
to choose some of her favourite moments, including performances from
Iggy Pop, Patti Smith, Gang of Four,
Linton Kwesi Johnson, Tubeway Army
and Ian Dury and the Blockheads, as
well as the Damned’s set-smashing
appearance on The Old Grey Whistle
Test and the Sex Pistols’ anarchic trip
on the Thames.
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Announcements
SOLAR BASIC: The
Cheapest PV Solar Systems
in the Algarve, 2.550E = 2,8
year Payback: info@solarbasic.com
RISING DAMP gone
forever. Free inspection visits.
www.drymatportugal.com
contact@drymatportugal.com

Chimney Sweep

Auctions

We are currently seeking:
· Antiques
· Collectables
· Jewellery
· Architectural Salvage
· Tools
· Garden Ornaments
For more information
please contact us @
Email: info@ahalgarve.com
Telephone: 289 832 380

Health and Beauty

Kitchen Renovation

Chimneysweepalgarve.com

For a quick dust free
cleaning of your
chimney using the
power sweep system
Tel 934927944

Education

Antiques

RESTORE AND
Repair of Antique
Clocks. Has your
precious clock
been standing still
for a while? I am
Wout, experienced,
graduated and
registered clock maker.
Call me for a quote.
Mobile: +31 631 288
411 Email: info@
algarveclockrepair.
com Website:
algarveclockrepair.com

Classifieds

LEARN
PORTUGUESE.
Enjoyable online
group courses starting
regularly. Private
lessons online or in
school. Conversation
classes every Thursday
afternoon. Centro de
Línguas de Lagos.
Call 282761070.
Email info@
centrodelinguas.com

LEARN
PORTUGUESE
online with our
one-to-one Skype
lessons with
interactive, enjoyable
and well-structured
classes supported
by our web page
www.canimambo.
com. Many years
of experience as an
online teacher. Very
reasonable prices.
Contact me Luís
Morais
913 199 075 or email
portuguesebasiccourse
@gmail.com
or by
For
Sale Private
Skype (canimambo)

POOL TABLE
7ft, refurbished with
accessories. Can be
delivered. €1200
Tel: 966 006 666

George & Son
Save thousands of Euros!
Lots of door
designs if needed.
Don´t buy a new kitchen
until you’ve spoken to us!
We can renovate your
old kitchen at a very
reasonable cost. Free,
NO-obligation estimates.

POOL /SNOOKER
table. Includes-delivery
and accessories. €1850
Call: 966 006 666

NURSE CLINIC
Olhão plus home
nursing visits in
East Algarve. Ear
syringing, wound care
etc. British qualified
nurse. Call Sara on
961154352.

GLASS TOP dining
table with imitation
stone base. €80.
Portimão.
Tel: 961672385

SHOULDER
PROBLEM?
Pain-free treatment!
Guaranteed
Improvement or your
money back. Dr. Bock.
966 706 606

Call Jamie on
968 211 631 / 965 137 517
or email
jamiekitchen83@
gmail.com

Caravans &
Motor Homes

BEFORE

AFTER

Pets

WOODEN
CHALET 9x3M.
Bedroom, shower,
kitchenette, lounge.
Lagos, transport
possible. €5,000.
rentals@lagosportugal.com
Visit us @

www.theportugalnews.com

FRENCH
RESIDENT
in Albufeira is
selling double bed,
perfect condition:
180x200cm. Total size
of bed (cherry wood
covering) 220x240cm.
Headboard: 200cm.
For sale with base and
mattress. Buyer collects
cash payments. 990€
negotiable.
Tel: 933 188 599

Furniture

HOME
IMPROVEMENTS.
All tasks undertaken
including plumbing,
tiling, painting and
decorating and all
other exterior and
interior works. All
at very competitive
prices. 60 kilometre
radius of Portimão.
Telephone STEVE
+447528804808

CARPENTER.
WINDOWS; Doors;
Kitchens; Decking. Over
35 years experience. East
Algarve. Tel. Gus on
920119682 or 920039392

RUIN WITH
project for a 300m2
single story villa and
pool on a 6000m2
plot with sea view in
Vale Telheiro near
Loulé. €275.000.
Offers invited. Call:
915148574

Property Services &
Building

Home Improvements

BLACK GLASS TV
Stand €20 Portimão.
Tel. 961672385

APARTMENT TO
Rent. Rio Tinto, Porto. 2
double bedrooms, lounge/
dining room, bathroom and
kitchen. Fully equipped
and furnished, on a
condominium that has a
tennis court and football
pitch. Public transport
nearby along with shops and
restaurants, supermarkets,
cost per month including
internet €650, minimum
of 6 month rental or 1 year,
for more information and
photos contact David
919 873 075
Property for Sale

www.ahalgarve.com

For Sale Private

AMEIJEIRA LAGOS.
2 bed 2 bath 1st floor
apartment in residential
area for long term let. Close
to supermarket, private
hospital, cafes, walking
distance to town centre,
marina and beaches. Aircon,
lift, secure parking space,
furnished and equipped.
€700 plus utilities and fibre
optic communications.
References required. Contact
966845958

HAPPY PETS at home
pet and house sitting. Email:
petsitters.algarve@gmail.com
Property for Rent
VILAMOURA
STUNNING 3 bed 2
bath condo on Millennium
golf. Fully furnished
and equipped. Central
heating, large terraces,
communal garden and pool,
underground parking. Long
term only €1250/month plus
utilities. Call 915546802.

PAINTING & Decorating
services undertaken
across the Algarve.
Experienced, professional
& reliable, quality paints
used on all jobs. Please
contact John 910523512
solqualitypainters@gmail.
com

BOB (THE
Builder) Harris.
Available now for
all your construction
requirements, garden
walls, leaking terraces
etc. Through to
swimming pools and
complete renovations
/ new builds.
Discuss further: Tel.
917886986

Classifieds

Services offered
LEAKING
ROOFS & Terraces.
Problems solved 27
years experience in
Algarve.
Call 913 223 402

B-FITTING
HANDYMAN Odd jobs.
Tradesman services. Small
works jobs welcome Inc
Aircon Elec Plumbing.
Call Stuart on 910247355
or 07498624726.
baileystuart862@gmail.com.
Central Algarve - Lagoa ·
Portimão · Carvoeiro

BUILDING
WORKS
All types carried out to
a very high standard.
30 years experience.
Shoreland Properties Lda.
Tel. 913223402 or 282763000
shorelandproperties@
mail.telepac.pt

HOUSE GARDEN
maintenance. Electrics,
plumbing, painting.
Central Algarve.
Tel: 911933395

WE BUY foreign and
damaged cars Destruction
certificates issued Algarve
Autospares 927716188

BMW X1 sDrive
16d, Automatic. Two
years old, less than
10000km. Showroom
Condition. 26000€.
Rick - 917812931

Vehicles
Removals & Storage
FORD FIESTA
1.0 Titanium. 2016.
24,500km. 1 owner.
Garaged. Ford
service history.
As new. Still under
warranty.
€9,500 negotiable.
Call 926 137 653

Removals & Storage
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TakeABreak
Last week’s cryptic crossword solutions			
Across: 4 Abandon; 8 Season; 9 Charger; 10 Result; 11 Loafer;
12 Dividend; 18 Penelope; 20 Forego; 21 Fencer; 22 Obvious;
23 Fierce; 24 Leagues.
Down: 1 Astride; 2 Passive; 3 Toiled; 5 Beholden; 6 Norman;
7 Opener; 13 Exposure; 14 Concern; 15 Degrees; 16 Rouble;
17 Sewing; 19 Eyelid.

CODEWORD

CRYPTIC CROSSWORD
DOWN
1. Broken-hearted, though protecte
from shock (7)
2. Makes a fuss when a secret is found out (7)
3. Study I’m making of fabric (5)
4. Sole reinforcement (7)
5. Complete set of notes (5)
6. Break it and be free (5)
9. Motoring people one may buttonhole? (9)
14. Gossip later, perhaps, about a
non-drinker (7)
15. Possibly one rule man has broken (7)
16. Even soldiers assume it (7)
19. A grain or a fruit (5)
20. Fast, clear round for father making a
comeback (5)
21. Odd number seen to be divided by five (5)

QUICK CROSSWORD
ACROSS
7. Empower (6)
8. Victor (6)
10. Obtain (7)
11. Feather (5)
12. Pour (4)
13. Couch (5)
17. Bore (5)
18. Portent (4)
22. Entrance (5)
23. Trifling (7)
24. Alcove (6)
25. Little (6)

DOWN
1. Punishment (7)
2. Varnish (7)
3. Unadorned (5)
4. Exhibit (7)
5. Improper (5)
6. Avarice (5)
9. Make laws (9)
14. Pledge (7)
15. Encroach (7)
16. Blow up (7)
19. Frighten (5)
20. Equal (5)
21. Stupid (5)

Last week’s quick crossword solution
Across: 4 Emptied; 8 Amazon; 9 Interim;
10 Riches; 11 Agency; 12 Customer;
18 Languish; 20 Talent; 21 Rotten; 22 Fancied;
23 Overdo; 24 Deplete.
Down: 1 Caprice; 2 Sarcasm; 3 Bolero;
5 Mandarin; 6 Teeter; 7 Evince; 13 Maltreat;
14 Cistern; 15 Phantom; 16 Manage; 17 Pencil;
19 Groove.

ACROSS
7. A lust that’s understood (6)
8. Fruit devoured by automatons (6)
10. Possibly train as an empress (7)
11. Proper ones need capital to start with (5)
12. Still in the seventies (4)
13. Forger’s block (5)
17. It was put out and doesn’t go (5)
18. I run around a tumbledown
building (4)
22. Trade vessel (5)
23. A single person? (7)
24. Lost one’s temper with a guard? (6)
25. Go off to find another partner (6)

Can you crack a VINCICODE®
Vincicode is a three digit number (eg.384),
presented in alphabetic figures, like ABC, in
which ‘A’ represents the first digit (number 3),
‘B’ represents the second digit (number 8) and
‘C’ represents the third digit (number 4).
Cracking the code is not difficult. Just remember:
Any even number is dividable by one digit
number of 2, or 4, or 6, or 8.
• Any odd number finishes with 1, 3, 5, 7, or 9;
• Any number which is not divisable by any
one digit number, 2,3,4,5,6,7,8 or 9 finishe

with 1, 3, 7 or 9;
• Any number divisable by 5finishes with 5.
For example :
Let´s crack ABC code when:
1) A, B and C are numbers between 1 and 9,
included.
2) A+B+C = 10 (the sum of A plus B plus C
is 10).
3) C >A >B (Number C is larger than number
A which is larger than B).
(4) ABC ÷ 4 (The three digit code is dividable
by 4).

SUDOKU

Fill in the grid so that every row, every column, and every 3x3
box contains the digits 1 through 9. Answers next week.

Last week’s Codeword Solution

Last week’s Solutions
Medium

Hard

Vincicode®, is a registered private intellectual property. Any type of reproduction or use, is subject to
written autorisation of the author.

When the code, ABC is dividable by 4, then C,
the third digit can be 2, 4, 6 or 8.
C can´t be 2 or 4, because it does not cover the
conditions (1) and (2).
If C=6, then A+B= 4, and options are: A=4
and B=0 => ABC = 406 and A= 3 and B=1
=>ABC= 316 code ABC=406 doesn´t cover
condition (4)
If C=8, then A+B= 2 and the only option is

A=2 and B=0 which doesn´t cover condition (1).
then: Vincicode is 316.
Now your turn: Puzzle 30
ABC is the three digit Vincicode number, in
which A, B and C are numbers between 1and
9, included. Find the code ABC where :
A+B+C= 12
C>A=B
ABC ÷ 2, 3 , 4 ,6

To confirm your answer to the Vincicode®, or ask for more codes to crack, please send an
email to: vincicode104@gmail.com
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McGowan back in the winner’s circle

Ross McGowan birdied two of his last three holes to win his second European Tour title
at the 2020 Italian Open.

The 38-year-old has not finished in the top 150 on the Race to Dubai since 2010 but he is now back to his best and back
on the European Tour.

T

he Englishman
entered the
final day at
Chervò Golf
Club alongside countryman
Laurie Canter three shots
clear of the field but they
were reeled in on a dramatic
afternoon in Brescia.
At one point late in the
day there were eight
players within one shot of
the lead before McGowan
holed a spectacular bunker
shot at the 16th to knock
Canter out of the lead for
the first time in over 72

hours.
Canter hit back with a
birdie from six feet on
the par three 17th but
McGowan put his third
into the par five last to 20
feet and holed the putt for
a 71, a 20 under par total
and a one shot victory
over Canter and Belgian
Nicolas Colsaerts.
German Sebastian
Heisele finished at 18
under, a shot clear of
countryman and two time
Major Champion Martin
Kaymer, Spaniard Adri

Arnaus, South African
Dean Burmester, Northern
Ireland’s Jonathan
Caldwell and Norwegian
Kristoffer Reitan.
McGowan came within
a whisker of making the
European Ryder Cup
team in 2010 after a
2009 season that saw him
claim that first win at
the Madrid Masters and
finish 12th on the Race to
Dubai.
The 38-year-old has not
finished in the top 150 on
the Race to Dubai since

2010, graduating from
the Qualifying School in
2015 and 2017 but, after
claiming a third European
Challenge Tour win last
season, he is now back to
his best and back on the
European Tour.
“I can’t believe it,” he said.
“I hit the ball terrible
today but luckily the
putter kept me in it again.
“The tee shot on 16 was a
shocker, the second shot
wasn’t much better and
then I holed the bunker
shot so I think that was

WCGC World Final cancelled
The World Corporate Golf Challenge promoters have confirmed that the cancellation
of the 2020 World Corporate Golf Challenge World Final due to the threat posed by the
spread of Coronavirus (Covid-19).
The World Corporate
Golf Challenge (WCGC)
World Final was scheduled to take place at Oitavos Dunes Links Golf, in
Cascais, Portugal, from 11
– 15 November.
José Guerra, WCGC
Chairman, said: “When
we postponed the original
World Final dates from 1
– 5 July to November 11 –
15 we were confident that
we would still be able to
have a great World Final
week later in the year, as
planned.”
“We have been working
closely with the Municipality of Cascais, our main
sponsor, monitoring this
global situation in rela-

tion to the Coronavirus
outbreak and evaluating its
impact on our tournament,
with public health and
well-being as our absolute
priority.”
“The decision was
made on the basis of the
exceptional restrictions
currently in force after the
Portuguese Government
just announced the State
of Calamity, together with
the current tight restrictions to travel and also
the continual mandatory
quarantine period (14-days
in strict self-isolation)
in several countries and,
ultimately, the possible
second lockdown in a few
countries.”

The World Corporate Golf Challenge (WCGC) World Final was
scheduled to take place at Oitavos Dunes Links Golf, in Cascais.

“We appreciate your
understanding during
these difficult times. We
wish you all well and we
look forward to hosting
you once again in Cascais at the 2021 World
Corporate Golf Challenge
World Final – dates to be
announced.”

the one that gave me a bit
of belief. Then to roll that
putt in there (on the 18th)
was magical.
“I didn’t really foresee this,
my form hasn’t been great.
But I felt like I was playing
better, definitely around
the greens.
“I think I’m going to have
to go now and have a nice
big glass of red wine and
think about what’s next.”
McGowan found sand at
the third and then missed a
short putt to hand Canter
the solo lead, with both
men laying up and holing
from around ten feet to
birdie the par five fourth.
McGowan holed from
25 feet at the 13th to
trim the lead to one but
with both of the final
group bogeying the next,
Heisele and Burmester
were still right in the mix
despite dropping shots
on the 13th and 14th
respectively.
Colsaerts was also two off
the lead as he recovered
from a bogey after a poor

tee shot at the first with a
tap-in at the third, a two
putt birdie at the gettable
sixth, and a putt from the
fringe at the 12th.
A poor chip at the 15th
from Canter meant we
were tied again and when
Colsaerts put his second to
four feet at the 16th, there
were three at the top.
McGowan went a long way
left off the 16th tee and after
going from one bunker to
another, he holed that shot
from the sand to set up the
big finish, with Colsaerts
and Heisele both falling
short despite picking up
shots on the last.
Canter had held the lead
since Thursday morning
after a spectacular 60 but
finished the week with a 72
as Colsaerts signed for a 68
and Heisele registered a 69.
Reitan carded a 65,
Caldwell and Kaymer both
signed for rounds of 68,
Arnaus went round in 69
and Burmester finished
with a 71.
European Tour
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The beginning of a new era for
Portuguese cycling
The president of the Portuguese Cycling Federation (FPC), Delmino Pereira, told Lusa that the performances of João Almeida
(Deceuninck-QuickStep) and Rúben Guerreiro (Education First) constitute a “moment of great joy for national cycling”.

“

It was a moment of
great joy for national
cycling, a historic
moment, with results
never achieved before,”
explained the federation

leader, after the end of the
103rd edition of the Volta a
Itália.
Rúben Guerreiro was the
king of the mountain, after
winning the ninth stage,

and João Almeida ended
up finishing in fourth place
after leading the race for
15 days, with Delmino
Pereira praising “the heroic
way he defended” the ‘pink

Portuguese cyclists João Almeida (left) and Rúben Guerreiro (right)

The race is on

N

Jake
Cleaver

The Algarve Classic Festival, the biggest classic car
event in the Iberian Peninsula, is on again at the
Autódromo International do Algarve, in Portimão,
from 6 to 8 November.
The festival will host 11 European Classic Championships, which
will attract some of the best cars
and drivers hoping to make the
most of the (hopefully) beautiful
weather and to enjoy burning their
vintage cars around the highly
challenging - but also highly
rewarding - 3 mile circuit.
A particular favourite to lookout
for in the Legends Championship
is Trevor Stretch. Trevor is a retired
fire officer from the UK who now
lives in Coimbra. He’s been into
Motorsports for most of his life,
ever since his father and brother
started racing in the mid 60´s. In
the 90’s he competed in the Rallycross, racing Minis and a Vauxhall
Corsa and won many races. His
last race was in Goodwood in
2003, and after that he decided to
hang up his racing helmet.
Or so he thought! Last May he
bought a 1998 VW Golf GTI with
the intention of getting back into
rallying. However, due to Covid-19
restrictions lots of rallies were cancelled. Trevor decided to instead
try his luck at Circuit Racing and

had his first race in 17 years in
Braga in September.
Unfortunately, the car had some
technical issues and he only managed a few laps.
Motorsports, as Trevor says, invariably incur some costs. Luckily
Trevor is sponsored by a company
from Coimbra called The Art of
Speed. The owner has vast experience running a race team, having
run an Alfa in the British Touring
Car Championship a few years ago.
In tribute to his father in law,
author Peter Rimmer, who sadly
passed away a few years ago, Trevor
will be painting the authors name
on the car to continue his legacy
and encourage people to keep
buying his books.
If you love classic cars and are
looking to not only marvel at their
stationary elegance, but also to
watch them roar into life and use
their old horse power to gallop
around this highly modern track
- then be sure to set this weekend
in your diary. And, don’t forget to
cheer for Trevor as he races himself
back into the game.

jersey’ during that time.
This success, he added,
“represents the affirmation
of a new generation of
cyclists”.
“The sport is experiencing
great growth, it is more
international, with a new
generation of riders who
all have an ambition
to have results. Meet
the profile of our new
emigrant. We export
talent across the world, in
all activities and also in
sport”, he said.
This “affirmation of
cycling and sport as a
successful Portuguese
product” is particularly
important in a year marked
by the Covid-19 pandemic,
with most Portuguese
teams in financial

difficulties and considering
their future in 2021.
“Help does not solve all
problems, but it helps
a lot to solve the new
challenges of cycling, which
has a direct dependence
on the economy and the
investment capacity of
companies, and which has
a special interaction with
the public, which we cannot
currently explore”, he said.
Despite this “wave”, which
will “contribute to the many
difficulties that lie ahead”,
2021 sees a “hard and
difficult” recovery, at a “time
when the bicycle itself has
had an increase in its use
like never before in its
history”.
“It is important because
it encourages new

generations to believe that
it is possible. They can also
complete a journey such as
this”, he concluded.
João Almeida (DeceuninckQuickStep) led overall
for 15 days, finishing
finally in fourth place, the
best classification ever
of a Portuguese cyclist,
and Rúben Guerreiro
managed to win one of
the main classifications,
that of the mountain, a
feat unprecedented in
Portuguese cycling.
The 103rd edition of
the Volta a Itália ended
with British cyclist Tao
Geoghegan Hart (INEOS),
taking the victory following
the conclusion of the
individual time trial which
was held in Milan.

Benfica youths training in Lagoa

During weekends until the end of December, Lagoa will be welcoming
athletes from the under-13 to under-16 levels Benfica (SLB).
In total 14 athletes will be undertaking the training in the Algarve.
Normally this training would be
undertaken at the Benfica Campus
- Sport Lisboa e Benfica Training
Centre, in Seixal, but due to the
current pandemic the players were
forced to return to their original
locations.
To respond to the current pandemic context Benfica has devel-

oped an Intervention Plan to carry
out training internships in two parts
of the country: one in the North
and another in the South, in the
municipality of Lagoa.
This unprecedented initiative
aims to continue the process of
individual development of athletes,
maintaining the proximity between
the players, the structure of the club,
and its framework of guidelines.

Luís Encarnação, president of the
Municipality of Lagoa, said that he
welcomed the choice of SLB, recalling that one of the strategic axes
of the Municipal Sports Plan is to
reinforce sports tourism, to combat
the region’s seasonality. “This is another opportunity for the country to
know the excellent conditions that
the municipality has for sports”, he
concluded.

Proença ‘picks on’ Portuguese Grand Prix
The president of the football league, Pedro Proença
has lamented the difference in treatment between
professional championships and other sporting and
cultural events, by the national authorities, while
guaranteeing that football will continue “to lead by
example”.
On Proença’s official Facebook page he published
an image of the game between Firenze and Rio Ave
(0-1), the fifth game of the I league, where allegedly
social distance exists between fans who were at Algarve’s Stadium, and also an image of the Portuguese
Grand Prix, which took place in the same region,
whereby the same pandemic health rules were not
respected he believed.
“The left image shows an activity where all the
restrictions continue to be imposed on the public
during these events, despite the evidence given in the
tests carried out so far. On the right image, an event
was given the possibility of receiving 27,500 spectators with the result demonstrated by the image. After
bullfighting, concerts and festivals were cancelled in

November, we will have at the same racetrack, another
great motorcycle event”, wrote the former referee.
Proença guaranteed that all football games in Portugal that have had fans present during the pandemic
have had to “scrupulously comply with all the health
measures” and “all fans have acted in an exemplary
manner”. “From professional championships to the
Portuguese League, I have no doubt, that they have
been a great example”.

